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@@@@@@@@                PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE                 @@@@@@
             Edmonton Association                     B C Association

Last year when I sat down to pen a Presi-   The Executive of the BC Associ-
dent's Message to the faithful, as it were,,ation has been much encouraged

     . . , _. ..-i-c ..;j-i- ~_ -,,.^,ki^ fil-ih n-F   hu +ho rpt;nnn^p frnm our' mem-I said to myself, with an audible sigh of
relief, "Well, this is the last time for
this". How wrong I turned out to be. As
Peggie, that's my wife, tells me, "It's
lucky you weren't born a girl; you can
never say no."
Speaking of ladies, it was my impression,
and I do believe the impression of most of
those who were there, that the inclusion
of our ladies at the annual banquet and
dance, was a huge success. It will be re-
peated again this year and will undoubt-
edly become a tradition in the future.
We will miss Ralph Craven as our Secretar-
y; he has served in that post faithfully
and well for a quarter of a century or
more. His wise counsel and able help have
served as pillars of our Association. We
all hope to see Peggy and Ralph at our
functions for years to come.
The bright side of the otherwise dismal
picture - losing a long time and efficient
Secretary - is that youth has taken over
 in the shape of Lem Mundorf. Lem may re-
 sent being termed a youth but to us of the
 old school he is yet a boy; how we envy
 him. May he serve the Association for
 years and years and years.
 The Edmonton Picnic on D-Day, June 6th, of
 this year was blessed with beautiful
 weather and was held jointly with the Bat-
 talion. A good portion of the work was
 done by the troops, the catering, the
 cooking, the first class steaks, erecting
 tents, tables, etc. Bill Shaw and Roily

      -           -      .     .      - .         ..-.-@I--.C1.i-...;J..
l.CHG3@oauic-3@<-^@@@ @-''@'w"-"""'-' Kr~ L.
Castaqner looked after the sale of 1iquids, meetingand dinner on February

     ". .-.--..@-A^-_ ....... ^^..,n 1 fi-Hi anrlnur cummpr aatherina 1reporting consumption way down.
Our Picnic was saddened by the loss of. Tom
Belford, in Grande Prairie. His funeral
was held on the Monday following. Thus the
usual Grande Prairie contingent was absent, events.
Quite a few members from Edmonton journey-
ed north for Tom's funeral as well to con-
vey our heartfelt sympathy to Betty.
Hope to see you all next January at our
Edmonton Banquet.

by the response from our mem-
bers this past year. First at
our annual general meeting and
dinner in Vancouver in February
we had the strongest turnout we
have seen for several years.
Then our mid-summer get togeth-
er in August was successful be-
yond our expectations, espe-
cially since it involved a com-
plete change in format and in
venue and date. In both gather-
 ings the spirit and camaraderie
were such that all who attended
must have felt proud to be a
 part of it all. It is always
 heart-warming to meet and greet
 those with whom one shared that
 great adventure, to hear of
 those who for various reasons
 were absent and yes, to recall
 and remember those we left on
 the field of battle and those
 who have fallen since. WE WILL
 REMEMBER THEM. Please be remind-
 ed that there are still 49ers
 out there who have never estab-
 lished contact with the Associ-
 ation and others whose member-
 ship has lapsed. Be on the look-
 out for them and bring them to
 the next Association gathering,
 wherever that may be.
 Here on the west coast we will
 have our 1993 annual general

6th and our summer gathering in
Victoria on August 8th. We in-
vite 49ers everywhere to join us
for either or both of these

From the B C Branch of the Asso-
ciation we extend to all 49ers
best wishes for a great Christ-
mas season and a happy, healthy
and prosperous 1993.

   Fraternally,
Ed Boyd, President

Fraternally,
  W.Remple, President
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                              +-+-+-+-+-+                                        ;

                                 From  The  Editor
      To the many of you who have sent in stories for this issue, and earlier

 issues as well, thank you very much. It's your stories that make the maga-
 zine. To you must go the thanks from the many letters of thanks that are re-
 ceived during the year.

      Material for the next issue can be mailed in any time, deadline will be
 the end of August to mid-September 1993.

       If you wish to get in touch with the Editor, letters, etc., can be sent
 to:           Box 501         or directly to: B. Olson

                Edmonton. AB, T5J 2K1           1223-56 St,Edmn,Ab, T5W 3S3

 Wartime photos, newspaper clippings or similar material can be forwarded to
 the same addresses for use in The Fortyniner or forwarding on to our Museum.

                              +-.+@+-+-+-+
 Replacement  of lost or stolen or destroyed, etc., campaign stars or medals
 by veterans of the Canadian Armed Forces should be directed to:

                  Honours & Awards Section, Veterans Affairs,
                  284 Wellington St., Ottawa, ON, K1S OP4
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'T H EVICTORIACROSS"@@@@@@@@-^

                                 Edgar L. Boyd

     For a short time in the summer of 1944 I was the 2 I/C to Major Gordon
Armstrong, then  Officer  Commanding  "B" Company. I will refrain from using
its other name. At the time I was LOB(Left out of battle) for the Fortunate
Ridge and ensuing battles, having been sent by the CO, LCol 'Budge' Bell-
Irving, as he then was, on a Company Commanders' course run by the "Brits"
at Benevento. I did rather well on the course and had the feeling (or hope)
that the CO had me in mind to command a Company.

     Imagine my dismay, when, on my  return, he  invited  me  (scarcely  the
right word) to be his Captain/Adjutant. I inherited two things when I took
over from my predecessor, Len McGurran, which to this day stick in my mind.
One was a brand new, light-colored pipe, which I smoked with limited success
from time to time until I managed to either break it or lose it, I can't re-
member  which. But  the  second thing was far more interesting, a memento of
our stay in Firenza. It was a write-up for the Victoria Cross for one of our
chaps in a platoon that had been assigned to a night patrol over River Arno.

     The reason for this patrol, which we  discovered  in  the  fullness  of
time, was part of a deception move to perhaps fool the enemy into thinking
our next offensive would be anywhere but where it was going to be, namely,in
north-east Italy. Hence the platoon, with Div patches and regimental flashes
sewn back on, (they had been removed as part of the so-called deception in
the divisional move into Florence), sallied forth across the river. The Div-
isional  Commander's plan was that prisoners might be taken or any dead left
behind so that 1 Cdn Div could be identified as being located in the area.

      This remarkable document of recommendation, written by the platoon com-
mander concerned, who shall remain nameless, consisted of a number of close-
ly written pages and was along these lines:

      "We advanced stealthily down to the river's edge, and carefully
      into the water, and as it lapped over our knees, there was Private
      "X" right behind me. Wading cautiously, and with as tittle noise as
      possible, we reached the other side, Pte "X" right behind me. Work-
      ing our way up the other bank, wet and miserable, there was Pte "X"
      right behind me. Finally, being discovered by the enemy and diving
      for cover, there was Pte "X" right behind me. Now taking evasive
      action to the right, and rushing for cover, Pte "X" followed close
      on my heels. Next, getting around the enemy position and proceeding
      further into the enemy stronghold on  the  other  side  of  the  river,
      despite sporadic machine and small arms fire, Pte "X" stayed close
      on my tail. Having accomplished our mission, so far as we could, we
      beat our way back to the river's edge, and despite increased fire
      and grenade activity, Pte "X" stayed right behind me. We waded back
      through the river, and scrambled up the other side with our hearts
      in our mouths, and all this time Pte "X" was right behind me."
      Eight or so pages were filled with "Pte 'X' right behind me."
      Then it was, "I recommend gallant Pte "X" for the Victoria Cross."

 I discovered this epistle at the bottom of the Adjutant's basket and there
 it stayed until finally it was banished to "file 13", thence into oblivion.
 - until now when it has been recorded for posterity in the pages of our own
 Fortyniner magazine and from memory.



@@@@@@-                  DAVID HARBOUR'S                   @@@@@@@@

                          WAR   DIARY  WW I
    I-IAVF RApnnilR PASSED AWAY IN 1990 AND IT WAS HIS WISH THAT HIS W I DIARY

 BE  SENT11 TO OU  ASSOC?AT;ON AND THEN THE MUSEUM. IT IS UNFORTUNATE THAT .

 WHEN DAVE WAS STILL LIVING WE DID NOT GET TOGETHER WITH HIM TO FILL IN MANY
 wrlbN up "SPACES"  AT THE TIME HE ORIGINALLY WROTE THE DIARY HE WAS NOT
 ABLE TO WR?TE DOWN EVERYTHING THAT TOOK PLACE. YOU WONT FIND MUCH REAL IN-
 FORMAT?0;!  NAM^S AND DATES OF BATTLES, NAMES OF TOWNS_ WHERE THEY APE AT THE

 FRONT, ETC  IN THE FIELD OF BATTLE WAR DIARIES ARE FROWNED ON, IF IT SOME

 HOW GOT INTO ENEMY HANDS THE INFORMATION MIGHT BE OF USE TO THEM.
    MO^ OF THE WRITING IN THIS DIARY IS AS TO HOW THEY EXISTED, DAY TO DAY.

  IT WOULD HAV  BEEN INTERESTING TO HAVE SAT DOWN WITH DAVE FOR A FEW DAYS

  WITH A TAPE RECORDER AND FILLED IN ALL THE MISSING INFORMATION.

  DECEMBER 2th 1915 - WE ARE IN A REST BILLET AWAY BEHIND THE FIRING LINE,

     W@FRF WE CANNOT HEAR ANYTHING BUT THE BIG GUNS ONCE IN AWHILE.
     ?T  L  XMAS  LE  AND THE BOYS ARE CELEBRATING. THEY WERE ALL OUT IN THE

     EVEN NG AND THE MOST OF THEM CAME HOME FEELING PRETY GOOD. WHEN THEY GOT
     ^ THE BARN THEY STARTED TO SING AND SUCH A NOISE. I THINK THEY COULD BE

     HEARD A M^LE AWAY. THEY KEPT IT UP TILL ABOUT MIDNIGHT BEFORE THEY WENT TO

     SLEEP.

  n      - oc  1915 - A NICE FINE MORNING WITH NO SNOW OR NO FROST BUT LOTS OF
  ""MUD AND THE FIRST CHRISTMAS I EVER SAW WITHOUT SNOW  WAS WORKING IN THE

     KITCHEN ALL DAY HELPING TO GET THE XMAS DINNER READY. WE HAD  ROAST  BEEF
     AN^ PLUM ptjD^ING AND MASHED POTATOES. IT WAS A PRETTY GOOD DINNER CONSID-

     ERING AND WE ALSO GOT SOME PRESENTS FROM CANADA.

   IANUARY  1, 1916  -  A  NICE FINE DAY. WE ARE STILL IN THE SAME BILLETS. THE

     BOYS DID A LITTLE CELEBRATING TODAY AS IT IS NEW YEARS DAY. WE EXPECT TO

     GO IN THE TRENCHES PRETTY SOON.

   IANUARY 8, 1916 - MOVING AGAIN THIS MORNING, ABOUT 8 MILES TO GO. ARRIVED
     TH^RE ABOUT 11 OCLOCK. RELIEVED THE ?RD(DlV), WENT INTO TENTS THIS TIME.

     WE ARE IN DIV. REST.

  JANUARY 9 - NOTHING TO DO BUT RIFLE INSPECTION AT TEN OCLOCK

  :{= I? ~- NOT;;;NG ^0 SS AiTAlS.^RE WAS A CONCERT AT THE YMCA IN

      THE EVENING AND IT WAS PRETTY GOOD.

   JANUARY 12 - WENT IN THE TRENCHES FOR THE FIRST TIME ON THE EVENING OF JAN-

      UARY 12 TO HOLD THE LINE AS A BATTALION. IT  WAS  A  COLD  WINDY  MOONLIT
      N?GHT  A F'EW CLOUDS AND A LITTLE SHOWER OF RAIN COMING NEAR MORNING.

   THURSDAY, JANUARY 13 - A NICE CLEAR DAY. FRITZ IS PRETTY QUIET. ONE MAN GOT
      K^D IN'A'LOMPANY SHOT THROUGH THE HEAD BY A SNIPER. STAND TOO COMES AT

      DU^mN THERE IS LOTS OF RIFLE FIRE. IT WAS QUIET ALL NIGHT. NO RAIN.

   FRIDAY, JANUARY 1^ - ANOTHER CLEAR DAY. OUR ARTILLERY STARTED PO^1^^..,
      rR^TZ  ABOUT  TEN OCLOCK AND AT LAST HE GOT SORE AND STARTED TO COME BACK



BARBOUR'S DIARY
FRIDAY, JANUARY l^t - AT OUR FRONT LINE. HE STARTED ABOUT HALF A MILE ON THE

   RIGHT OF THE TRENCH WE WERE HOLDING. THEY DROPPED ONE SHELL AT A TIME AND

   EVERY ONE WAS ABOUT 15 YARDS NEARER TO WHERE WE WERE. HE WENT UP AND DOWN

   THE  TRENCH  THREE  TIMES AND HE NEVER PUT ONE IN THE SAME PLACE. WHEN HE

   GOT THROUGH SHELLING US WE HAD FOUR CASUALTIES, ONE WAS 9TH PLATOON'S OF-

   FICER. IT WAS QUIET THE REST OF THE NIGHT, I WAS ON THE LISTENING POST.

SATURDAY JANUARY 15 - QUIET ALL DAY. FRITZ PUT OVER A FEW SHELLS BUT NOBODY

   WAS HURT. WAS ON SENTRY ALL NIGHT.

SUNDAY JAN 16 - ANOTHER CLEAR DAY. FRITZ WAS PRETTY QUIET ALL DAY. HE THREW

   OVER A FEW SHELLS BUT DID NO DAMAGE. RELIEVED IN THE EVENING BY THE RCRs.

   MARCHED OUT TO A BILLET ABOUT TWO MILES BACK. SUPPER WAS  READY  WHEN  WE

   GOT THERE, HOT TEA AND MULLIGAN. WHEN WE FINISHED SUPPER THE BOYS NEEDED ^
   NO COAXING TO GO TO BED AND SLEEP. THE NAME OF OUR BILLET WAS "STINK FARM.

   THE FARMS AND BILLETS ARE ALL NAMED. WE ARE IN BRIGADE RESERVE.

MONDAY JAN 17 - FRITZ STARTED SHELLING THE BILLET ABOUT TEN OCLOCK IN THE

   MORNING AND WE HAD TO ALL GET OUT IN THE FIELD AND STAY THERE ABOUT TWO
   HOURS. HE SOON GOT TIRED OF IT AND QUIT. A GERMAN AEROPLANE FLEW OVER THE

   BILLET TWICE TODAY SO WE EXPECT SOMETHING TOMORROW.

TUESDAY JAN 18 - WET AND COLD ALL DAY. WAS SICK, WENT TO THE DOCTOR, SOME OF

    C COMPANY WENT TO, FOR A BATH. DID NOT GO ON WORK PARTY TONIGHT, SO I HAD

    A GOOD SLEEP ON A STRAW BED AND SLEPT THE CLOCK AROUND. MET FRED FOR THE

    FIRST TIME SINCE COMING TO FRANCE.

WEDNESDAY JAN 19 - A NICE FINE DAY, NOTHING MUCH TO DO. FRITZ DID NOT BOTHER

    US SO WE TOOK IT EASY ALL DAY. OUT ON A WORKING PARTY IN THE EVENING, GOT

    BACK AT MIDNIGHT.

THURSDAY JAN 20 - A FINE DAY. FRITZ STARTED SHELLING THE BILLET AGAIN AT
    NOON AND KEPT IT UP ALL THE AFTERNOON. HE PUT OVER ABOUT 75 SHELLS AND

    ONLY ONE HIT THE BILLET. THE ONLY CASUALTIES WERE ONE MAN KILLED AND C

    COMPANY COOKS BADLY SCARED. TONIGHT WE GO IN THE TRENCHES AGAIN BUT WE

    WILL BE IN RESERVE THIS TIME SO IT WILL NOT BE SO BAD.
    WE ARE IN LUCK THIS TIME TOO, WE HAVE A BILLET TO SLEEP IN AGAIN. IT IS

    AN OLD RUIN, SOME FARM BUILDING THAT HAS BEEN SHELLED TO PIECES EARLY IN

    THE WAR. IT IS UNDER A HILL WHERE FRITZ CANNOT SEE IT SO IT IS NEVER

    BOTHERED NOW  SO WE HAD A NICE COMFORTABLE PLACE TO SLEEP ALL THE TIME WE

    WERE IN. WAS ON GUARD THAT NIGHT FROM TEN TO TWELVE AND FROM FOUR TILL

    SIX IN THE MORNING.

 FRIDAY JAN 21 - ANOTHER NICE CLEAR DAY. I HAVE ANOTHER TWO HOURS TO DO ON
    GUARD IN THE AFTERNOON. NOTHING TO DO THAT NIGHT SO I HAD A GOOD SLEEP.

    THERE WAS A WORK PARTY OUT BUT I WAS NOT ON IT.

 SATURDAY JAN 22 - UP AT SIX IN THE MORNING TO GET READY TO GO ON A WORK
    PARTY. THE FIRST THING IS TO GET BREAKFAST COOKED. WE HAVE A PAIL WITH A

    FIRE IN IT AND THERE ARE ABOUT FIFTEEN MEN TO COOK THEIR BREAKFAST ON IT.
    EVERYONE  COOKS  HIS  OWN  MEAL, -  -  - IS THE EARLY RISER. HE IS NEARLY



BARBOUR'S DIARY
SATURDAY  JAN  22 - ALWAYS UP EARLY, AND GETS A FIRE GOING AND WHILE HE GOES

  FOR HIS GRUB THE REST OF THE BUNCH GETS ON THE FIRE AND WHEN HE COMES BACK
  WITH HIS MEAT HE CANNOT GET  NEAR THE FIRE, THEN THERE IS A ROW. THEY CHEW

  THE RAG FOR AWHILE AND FINALLY GET FINISHED IN TIME  TO  GO  ON  THE  WORK
  PARTY  AT  EIGHT  OCLOCK. WORKED TILL TWELVE AND THEN FRITZ GOT FUNNY WITH

  HIS SHELLS SO WE WENT BACK TO THE BILLET. NOTHING TO DO IN THE AFTERNOON.
  WENT AFTER RATIONS IN THE EVENING AND THEN HAD ANOTHER GOOD NIGHT'S SLEEP.

SUNDAY JAN 25 - ANOTHER FINE DAY. SOME MORE FUN TO GET OUR BREAKFAST COOKED

  AGAIN BUT FINISHED BY EIGHT, THEN OUT ON A WORK PARTY TILL TWELVE BUT DID
  NOT WORK TOO HARD. FRITZ PRETTY QUIET ALL DAY. WENT AFTER RATIONS IN THE

  EVENING. HAD ANOTHER GOOD NIGHT'S SLEEP.

MONDAY JAN 2V16 - ANOTHER NICE DAY. OUT ON THE WORK PARTY AGAIN FROM  EIGHT
  TO TWELVE AND PACKED UP IN THE AFTERNOON READY TO GO. WAS RELIEVED IN THE

  EVENING BY THE RCRs. HAD TO MARCH FIVE MILES TO OUR BILLETS. IN DIV RE-

  SERVE, WE ARE OUT OF LUCK THIS TIME FOR OUR BILLETS ARE TENTS. WE WERE

  PRETTY TIRED WHEN WE GOT THERE AND TUMBLED INTO THE COLD TENTS ABOUT TEN
  OCLOCK BUT THERE WAS A HOT SUPPER WAITING FOR US AND IT WASN'T VERY MANY

  MINUTES TILL WE WERE ROLLED UP IN OUR BLANKETS AND WERE SOUND ASLEEP.

TUESDAY JAN 25 - A RAINY DAY. NOTHING TO DO. I WOKE UP IN THE MORNING ABOUT

  NINE AND SOME ONE SAID REVEILLE HAD GONE AND I WOULD NOT BELIEVE THEM.

  NOTHING TO DO ALL DAY.

WEDNESDAY JAN 26 - A NICE CLEAR DAY, RIFLE INSPECTION AT TEN OCLOCK. NOTHING

  TO DO ALL DAY. FRED CAME TO SEE ME IN THE MORNING AND I WALKED BACK WITH

  HIM TO HIS BILLET AT NOON.

THURSDAY JAN 27 - ANOTHER FINE DAY. TOOK OUR BLANKETS TO GET CLEANED IN THE

  MORNING. HAD A BATH AND CHANGE OF CLOTHES IN THE AFTERNOON.

FRIDAY  JAN  28  - RAINED ALL DAY, NOTHING TO DO AGAIN. WENT TO A CONCERT AT

  THE YMCA IN THE EVENING. IT WAS REAL GOOD AND OUR CO GAVE US A SPIEL TO

  FINISH WITH.

SATURDAY JAN 29 - ANOTHER FINE DAY, READY TO MOVE AGAIN. RELIEVED AT ELEVEN

  OCLOCK BY 2ND BATTALION AND THEN DID A SEVEN MILE MARCH BACK TO REST BIL-
  LETS AT BERTMIN. AS WE DID IT IN THE DAY IT WAS NOT SO BAD. WE HAVE A FINE

  BILLET, LOTS OF CLEAN STRAW TO SLEEP ON. IT IS A PRETTY PLACE WITH A FINE

  VIEW OF ALL THE COUNTRY AROUND.

 SUNDAY JAN 30/16 - ANOTHER NICE FINE DAY. WE HAD NOTHING TO DO BUT TAKE IT

   EASY. THERE WAS A BIG BOMBARDMENT ON AROUND KEMMEL LAST NIGHT AND WE HEARD

   THE 28TH AND 29TH BATT MADE A RAID ON FRITZ AND GOT INTO HIS FRONT LINES

   AND KILLED SOME. ALSO BROUGHT BACK THREE PRISONERS.

 MONDAY JAN 31 - REPORTED SICK THIS MORNING. HAVE A BAD COLD AND A BOIL ON

   THE BACK OF MY NECK. WAS MARKED NO DUTY SO I TOOK IT EASY.

 TUESDAY FEB 1 - STILL SICK AND NOT FEELING LIKE WORKING. THE ^9TH AND THE
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TUESDAY FEB 1 - RCRS HAD A FOOTBALL MATCH IN THE AFTERNOON AT TWO OCLOCK AND

  WE BEAT THEM 8 TO 0.

WEDNESDAY FEB 2 - STILL SICK. DID NOTHING ALL DAY BUT WRITE A LETTER.

THURSDAY FEB 3 - STILL SICK, NOT FEELING LIKE DOING MUCH. THE ^TH AND THE

  t<2ND BATT PLAYED A FOOTBALL MATCH AT TWO IN THE AFTERNOON. WE BEAT THEM Z

  TO 1. IT WAS A FINE GAME AND IT KEPT OUR BOYS HUSTLING TO DO IT. UUR UJ

  WAS TICKLED ALL TO PIECES.

SATURDAY FEB 5 - BRIGADE SPORTS WERE HELD IN A FIELD NEAR BDE HQ AT TWO 0'

  CLOCK IN THE AFTERNOON. IT WAS A FINE TIME. THERE WAS SOME GREAT FUN_ THE

  ^9TH WON THE BIGGEST SHARE OF THE PRIZES. EACH BATT HAD TWO TUG-OF-WAR
  TEAMS AND THE ^TH TEAM BEAT THEM ALL. THERE WAS THE PPCLI, THE RCRS AND

  THE ^ND. THEY ARE IN OUR BRIGADE.
  WE  WON  THE  SACK  RACE, WE  WON THE WRESTLING ON HORSE BACK, OUR TEAM OF
  HEAVY HORSES TOOK FIRST AND OUR CO SADDLE HORSE CAME SECOND. WHEN THE GEN-

  ERAL GAVE US A SPIEL AT THE FINISH HE WANTED TO KNOW IF THERE WAS ONLY TWO
  BATTALIONS IN HIS BRIGADE AS THERE WAS ONLY THE PPs AND THE ^9TH THAT WON.

 SUNDAY FEB 6 - CHURCH PARADE IN THE MORNING AND  A  FOOTBALL  MATCHINTHE
   AFTERNOON BETWEEN THE RAF AND THE ^9TH AND WE BEAT THEM 3 TO 0. RECEIVED A

   PARCEL FROM RAY WITH A PAIR OF SOCKS AND MITTS AND SOME CAKE.

 MONDAY FEB 7, 1916 - A COLD DAMP DAY. GETTING READY TO MOVE AGAIN TOMORROW.

 TUESDAY  FEB  8  -  UP  AT  FIVE THIRTY IN THE MORNING TO GET PACKED UP. HAD

   BREAKFAST AND STARTED AT DAYBREAK, EIGHT MILES TO GO. ARRIVEDABOUT11@5U,

   WENT INTO HUTS THIS TIME. WE HAVE ONE NEW OFFICER IN NINE PLATOON. HE IS A

   NEPHEW OF OUR CO. IT SEEMS ALL THE BOYS LIKE HIM.

 WEDNESDAY FEB 10 - A FINE DAY. WE ARE IN BRIGADE RESERVE. THERE WAS NO  WORK

   PARTY TODAY SO WE HAD NOTHING TO DO. I STARTED TO GO TO SEE FRED BUT TURN-

   ED BACK AS WE ARE NOT SUPPOSED TO LEAVE THE BILLET, WE'RE IN RESERVE.

 THURSDAY FEB 10 - ANOTHER FINE DAY. REVEILLE AT FIVE THIRTY, WENT ON A WORK-
   ING PARTY AT 7@30. DID NOT GO FAR THIS TIME. BUILDING A STRONG POINT AT

   KEMMEL, FILLING SAND BAGS AND BUILDING TRENCHES IN THE HOUSES. CAME HOME

   AT ONE OCLOCK. RECEIVED A LETTER FROM RAY AND ONE FROM SOPHIE,

   WE DREW LOTS TO SEE WHO WENT ON PASS FIRST, I DREW ^9. I THINIT IS A

   LUCKY NUMBER, SO THERE IS ^8 TO GO TO ENGLAND BEFORE ME. WE HAD JUST FIN-
   tiS^D WITH THE PASS BUSINESS AND WERE GOING OUT TO GET SUPPER WHEN BANG,

   BANG" TWO OF FRITZ'S SHELLS HIT RIGHT IN FRONT OF THE HUT. THEN THERE WAS

   A SCRAMBLE AND EVERYONE SCATTERED OUT THROUGH THE FIELDS. IT WAS ONLY A

   FEW SECONDS TILL WE HEARD THEM COMING AGAIN. THEY HIT THE HILL JUST ON THE

   RIGHT OF THE SHACK ABOUT 20 YARDS AWAY. BY THAT TIME WE HAD GOT TO A PRET-
   TY sip^ DISTANCE IN THE OTHER DIRECTION. THEN WE HEARD THEM COMING AGAIN

   IND WE DUCKED  THEY FELL SHORT AND HIT UP ON THE HILL. THE NEXT TEN WENT

    OV^R AND HIT ABOUT A HALF MILE BEHIND US. ONE HIT A TRANSPORT WAGON BUT

    D^D NOT HURT THE DRIVER OR THE HORSES, THE HORSES RAN AWAY. THEY PLANTED 3

    ABOUT 50 YARDS FROM THE BILLET, THEN GAVE IT UP AS A BAD JOB.    to be contd
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                                  B C Association
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        Once again the year is drawing to a close and very soon we shall be
   leaving 1992 behind us and shall be entering 1993. And as we took back upon
   it we say generally that 1992 has been a good year for us.

        We celebrated our Annual Meeting in early February and in the general-
   ly usual manner with our Regimental Dinner held in concert. This year, how-
   ever  we invited our wives and sweethearts to simultaneously hold their "La-
   dies'Dinner." This they did and, apparently, had an enjoyable time.

        We  celebrated  our summer gathering in a new and different manner. And
   as you know, it has been our custom to have a picnic which, over the years,
   proved to be a most successful event. Unfortunately, all good things come to
   an end, and we found it necessary to cause our  Picnic  to  meet  with  this
   fate. As, however, it had been well received, and a large number of our mem-
   bers found it worth while to attend it, we decided to see if we might re-
   place it with a luncheon. This we did and the number of members and friends
   attending (70) has led us to consider having it again next year. If you
   would  agree  with  this proposal we would be delighted to hear from you and
   even more to see you there next year.

        Our luncheon was formally opened  by  our  master  of  ceremonies, John
   Dougan, with a few choice words. He introduced our Padre, Ernie McQuarrie,
   who  spoke  to  us  at length most enjoyably. He then read out a list of the
   members we had lost during the year, and asked us to stand for a moments
   silence. We were astonished, and saddened, to note that there were 21 names
   on his list. Thanks to the recording ability of Doug Rogers we then stood
   while listening to the "Last Post" and the "Lament"(played by Ed Bradish)
   and "Reveille". These were beautifully presented. After a brief pause we
   proceeded to our recognition of the "Old Guard" in the presence of a young
   97 year old David Petrie.

        We then proceeded to our luncheon, which was well prepared by the staff
   of the Princess Mary. The luncheon was indeed delightful, and indeed few
   complaints were heard. A number of most favorable  comments  on  the  salmon
   were made and I do not recall anyone objecting to either the salmon or the

   dessert.                                                         , ,
        After lunch we were pleased to listen to President Bill Remple s re-

   marks which were concluded by Piper Ed Bradish playing "Bonnie Dundee".This
   was a most fitting conclusion to the formal part of the afternoon. We seem-
   ed to break into smaller groups for most enjoyable discussion and wandered
   from one group to another.  But, alas, the afternoon was too short for us to
   chat with all who were present. Many of them will wait until next year.

         As we wandered from the hall we passed by Barney 01 son's collection of
   photographs. At these a large number of members and their guests gathered to
    inspect the photos, WW I and II. These pictures provided a suitable end to
    our  gathering  as the group dispersed in ones and twos. Our summer function
   was over for the year 1992.

                                People In Attendance

         It seems natural to start an article treating the people who attended
    the function with those who inhabited the head table. Here of course we saw
    our worthy President BILL REMPLE. Bill was in his usual good spirits and
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 showed tremendous composure handling his difficult job. He was well supple-
 mented by the presence of three of the WW II Commanding Officers. It is re-
 markable  that  we  are  able  to  assemble  such an illustrious trio as was'
 represented by Major General GEORGE KITCHING, Brigadier "Budge" BELL-IRVING

 and by Colonel JIM STONE. They were  all  in  good  spirits  and  were  ably
 supported by our only attending WW I veteran in the presence of Major DAVID
 PETRIE  They really are a remarkable group of whom we can be proud.

      ED BRADISH came over from West Vancouver to entertain us. His entertain-
 ment was provided by the Pipes without which we would have been a great deal

 poorer. Thanks Ed!                                              ... i   i. .c
      ERNIE BLACK, who was the originator of much of the present lunch fun-

 ction details, was in fine form. He found it hard to believe that Charlie
 Swan had found the weather bad at Campbell River so took off immediately
 after lunch for Campbell River of all places. I hope it worked out'

      ART BIRD was, as he usually is, one of our stalwarts. He was present in
 the  morning  to  organize the preparation of decorations. He was present in
 the afternoon with his guests to help  us  celebrate  the  luncheon. He  was
 present when all were departing to take down his morning's work. Thanks Art.

       JOHN DOUGAN was there in great shape. He laid claim to being the member
 with  the  most  distant  guests  present. These were in the presence of his
 brother-in-law from Holland and his daughter and grandson representing Aus-

 tralia. Well done, John.
       PERCY DARLINGTON was there with his wife and I thought  him  to  be  in

 good spirits as he entertained DOUG ROGERS.
       DEL DREGER turned up in his usual style and seemed to enjoy telling the

 odd story. He seems to be becoming a staunch supporter, for which we are

  grateful.                                                          ,.    ...
       NORMAN FURNELL was finally met by yours truly after corresponding with

 me after many years. Norm is out from Alberta looking after his brother
  Jack's house for him while Jack is busy in Europe. Norm seems to be in fine

  fettie.
       GEORGE GEDDES telephoned late in the week to make sure that the lunch

  was  still  on. Fortunately  I  was  able  to reply in a positive manner. So

  George turned up in good form.
       ARCHIE GREENE was with us as he usually is and so far as I was able to

  determine had a good time. It really is great to see you Archie and I hope

  to see you again next year.
       RALPH HAYTER was on a visit from Alberta and points East and had been

  inspecting various Island communities as places suitable for settlement. Af-
  ter all, Ralph, Canada is a pretty good spot! He took off the day after the
  luncheon as he had a sufficient supply of car keys. Nice seeing you two!_

       We sadly missed WARREN HALL for reasons unknown. After all, he had in-

  tended to come. Next time. Warren?
       GEORGE KITCHING is making good progress after his  recently  undergoing

  an operation to repair his hip. He reported that there is no pain at all.
  Just keep it in mind, George, that we do not heal quite as quickly as we

       ARCHIE LOGAN was there and seemed to be meeting a few old buddies. This
  was Archie's first function and I hope that it will be the first of many.

  Welcome aboard!
       Our fugitive from Sheho,  Saskatchewan, GEORGE MOROZ, was there and was
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 having a very good time. He had bought some pictures, etc., out with him and
these were suitably placed with Barney Olson for his picture display. We do
enioy seeing you on these flying visits , keep coming!

      It was a pleasant surprise for us to see JACK McBRIDE this year as we
were not expecting him. The Postal Service misplaced his reply card. Jack
had just got over the "stapling" of two Hernias in the hospital ten days be-
fore the Luncheon. You looked remarkably well. Jack, after such an ordeal!

     GORD McINTOSH was there as usual. After all, it would not seem to be a
proper Regimental do without Gord. I am sorry we did not have a chat.

      One of most faithful attenders is BARNEY OLSON who puts in his appear-
 ance as regularly as clockwork. He was telling me that the drive out was not
 very pleasant this year. The roads were very busy and the rain made it most
 uncomfortable. His picture display was most appreciated.

      DAVID PETRIE is of course the most enthusiastic member. This year he
 seemed to be in his glory as he arrived in the company of a friend (a former
 49er) FRED MacKAY. David is really a magnificent gentleman.

      DOUG ROGERS was kept busier than the provebial one armed paper hanger
 all afternoon. He was mobbed by the incoming group of hungry members who were
 anxious  to  relieve themselves of their money. Doug gathered this joyfully,
 then looked after his table's requirements for drinks. Finally he played the
 music for us following the Padre's remarks. Well done, Doug.

      JACK ROSSER was visiting us from Eagle Crest Golf Club where he aver-
 ages three or four games per week. We were unable to find his usual bartend-
 ing job for him as the staff of the Princess Mary looked after our libation
 requirements. However, we shall see if we can rectify that next February.

      CHARLIE SWAN was out from Alberta as usual. He found that  the  weather
 in Canipbell River was pretty dull but managed to do some successful salmon
 fishing. It is reallly great of you to come to our meetings so regularly,

 Charlie. Thank you.                                  .
      W.C.(Bill)  SMITH  of  the Scouts and Snipers joined us from Penticton.

 LES DUNCAN has been trying for years to persuade him  to  come  out  of  the
 woodwork. It is our sincere hope that Bill found the event sufficiently re-
 warding that he will become a regular member.                         ^

      LES TAPLIN had every intention to participate until the very morning of
 the  event  when  he  decided, because  of  the  rather fragile state of his
 health, that he had better not risk the journey. In any case, he called to
 let us know and subsequent calls have provided the assurance that he is not
 doing too badly. In addition he has informed us that  the  arrangements  for
 the February Annual General Meeting and Dinner are well in hand.

      We have not mentioned the ladies who made our day so pleasant. Almost
 all of us, who are still so proud of our wives, were accompanied. In addi-
 tion a number of widows put in an appearance along with sisters or friends.
 We thank you most fervently for coming. God Bless You!

       A  number of members of our Association had been expected but failed to
  show up at the last minute. We fervently hope that there is nothing serious-

  ly wrong with them.
       I wish to apologize to those members whom I did not have an opportunity

 to encounter. I did try but the time was just not available. Perhaps we can
  correct that situation next February!

                                           Fraternally,       Ken McKenzie
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                                       by

                                   Ernie White

      Sicily was a pretty dull affair for the Pioneer Platoon until our Reg-  @
 iment took part in the battle for Agira. We captured a few Italians but on
 the other hand they didn't put up very much resistance. We were shelled and
 bombed a few times, fortunately there were no casualties. The dust and the

 heat of the country were merciless,                              i.   ..  ,
      Now after almost fifty years I still remember a .few things that took

 place, perhaps not as clearly as a few years back. I never did make any
 notes of what went on, we weren't allowed to anyway, so it's memory I have

 to rely on.                                            .,,  .     @,   . @
      After the battle for Agira (where Major Bury was killed), we  dug in

 for a couple of days. On one of the evenings Sgt Sam Hately of the Carrier
 Platoon came along looking for volunteers for a fighting patrol that would
 be going out on a recce right away. My buddy, Percy McBratney, and I volun-
 teered. We joined Sam, Cpl A1 Cheshire, Alt Childs, Saxby, Mills and Henry
 Giesbrecht. We set out at sunset with the intention of "smartening up" the
 Tedeschi. The terrain in the area was very rough so it was just breaking day
 before we were able to contact the enemy. Our own Regiment was quite a few
 miles  back from the enemy lines so I'm quite sure they didn't expect to see
 us. The members of their guard patrol that we first saw  were  just  walking
 along in slow time and carrying on their conversation.

       I fired the first shot. Somehow or other I had a tracer bullet "up the
 spout", the ammo had somehow got mixed up with the Bren gun ammo, and the
 tracer looked like it went right through the guard that I shot at. But it
 was only close enough that it just scared him. The tracer helped to identify
 our position so the guard's buddies opened up with rifle fire at us. We re-
 turned the fire and drove them back.

       This German Infantry Company that we had come on were holding a rocky
 ridge with three peaks in a line, like three "pips" on a Captain's shoulder,
 so we named the area "Captain Ridge".

       I spotted one group of the enemy going around the west peak; we were at
 the time facing north. I asked Sam (Hately) if Percy and I could perhaps go
 around the other side. We agreed on the plan and took A1 Cheshire, the Corp-
 oral, along with us. Sam took the remainder of our group and kept going on

 ahead.                                                @  ,      -
       We hurried along in the hope that we could cut off those of our enemy

 who were trying to get away. Suddenly we were fired on by a machine gun from
 up near the top of the peaks, the gun was hidden in amongst a pile of rocks.
 We got behind some rocks for cover and decided that perhaps Cpl Cheshire
  should  go  up  the  west side of the peak, I would go up the north side and
 then Percy would give us some covering fire to keep the enemy heads down. I
  got almost close enough to throw a grenade into the machine gun nest and one
  guy showed his head a bit trying to get a good shot at me. Percy, an excel-
  lent shot with a rifle, put a bullet through the swastika on the doth cap
  he was wearing so the Germans then decided to  give  up. One  of  the  enemy
  prisoners gave me his watch; it was made in the USA so he must have taken it

  off a Yank at some time recently.



Battle of Captain Ridge

     Percy McBratney and myself each got ourselves a 765 Beretta as a souve-
nir of our first encounter with the Germans. We now had taken control of the
west peak and soon we had cleared the west side of the middle peak.

     But in the meantime, Sam Hately and his little bunch of men had run in-
to some heavy opposition. In cases such as this he had arranged with a sec-
^on of the 3 inch mortar platoon to give us help if there was a problem  so
Sam got in touch with the mortars and soon we had control of the balance of

the ""Wnen'it was all over and we tallied up, our unit had taken nine prison-

ers  Alf Childs had been killed, Saxby was a walking wounded. So, sadly, we
buned Alf, our comrade, before we headed back to our lines.

     As a result of this episode, Hately asked Captain Armstrong to request
for my transfer, Sam was interested in me being on his patrol team. My pla-
toon didn't see it that way and wouldn't let me go. Instead they gave me two
hooks, presumably as compensation. Some three months later Sgt McRone was
killed, I then was made the Platoon Sergeant.               ^

     Sam Hately led a few more patrols such as this one but in mid-1944 he
went  back  to England, I believe on a course. Being an experienced Sergeant
in the field he took part in the D Day invasion  a  member  of  the  Calgary
Highlanders and while with them won a Military Medal.

                        +++++++++++++++

                           THE GREAT MUSTACHE CAPER
                                      by

                                  H. 0. Smith

      It all happened in mid-ocean aboard the Polish liner Batory in December
 of 1939. It was a boring time for the troops, no entertainment, no beer,
 worse still no girls. We all craved some excitement but all we had was stale
 jokes, never-ending card games and choppy seas. The choppy seas were what
 broke the monotony when Pte Owen Browne of the Signal Platoon inadvertently
 sliced off one side of his mustache when the ship made a sudden lurch. Owen
 was a bit of a clown and decided to keep the remaining half of his mustache
 iust  for  laughs. Well, the  sight  of our Owen with half his pride and joy
 missing got his fellow Sigs to thinking and the  great  Mustache  Caper  was
 corn  In those early stages of the war it was fashionable for NCOs to grow a
 Sache and it was decided that every mustachioed unsuspecting rank passing
 by the Sigs quarters was going to be sheared a la Owen Browne,sty1e@someof
 the victims gave up without much of a struggle when faced with some rather
 large men, one brandishing a razor, another applying soap suds.

      I believe the first victim was L/C Ed McLennan, who, although furious
 at first, calmed down and joined the caper. I don't know how many mustaches
 were shorn off that day but it was well into the teens. The end came rather
 abruptly, however, when CSM Bernie Summers appeared on the scene, having re-
 ceived  a  compla nt  from one of the victims. Berme was a mustached bearer
 himself so one would expect his sympathy would be slanted toward the shorn
 On the surface he was certainly outraged but we  heard  later  that  he  was
 chokina with laughter underneath. No charges were laid or extra duties as-
 s^gned^^ in fTt the Officer of the Day never was informed. Where you one

 of the victims? If so write and tell our Editor about it.
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       As customary the past number of years, our General Meeting was held     i
1 again at the Montgomery Legion, Edmonton, on Saturday afternoon, January 18,

  and  some  thirty  plus  members turned out to learn how our Association had
 managed over the past year.

       President Ed Boyd called the meeting to order at 1500 hours sharp with
 two minutes in memory of absent comrades.

       And following came the first order of business with the reading of the
  previous General Meeting's minutes. This having been done, the minutes were
  accepted on a motion by Bob Hidson and seconded by Wally McVee.

       The reports from the various committees were then called for to give us
  an idea of what had gone on during the past year.

       FINANCIAL - the report given by the Treasurer, Barney Olson. Since very
       few bills had to be paid over the previous year, the only exception be-
       ing those concerning the cost of our magazine, we  ended  up  the  year
       with a good bank balance. Again a situation where we find no necessity
       for raising the membership dues. There are also many of our members who
       mail in that "little bit extra" which certainly helps to keep us more
       than solvent. The report was carried on a motion by the Treasurer and
       seconded by Mike Antonio.

       MEMBERSHIP - Membership for the year dropped by about thirty over the
       previous year but most of this drop was due to the varying size of the
       numbers of members from our Militia Unit. The list also includes those
       who  are  still  Life  Members(no  longer available), those in the Vets
       Hospital, lady members and a few other Associate members. The report
       was moved,  seconded by Marcel Tettamente.

       "THE FORTYNINER" - Some 450 copies of our Association magazine were
       mailed out, including some 140 to members of the BC Association. Men-
       tion was made of the poor quality of the photos printed in the magazine
       and steps have been taken to make sure the pictures in the new issue

       will be much better.                                .            *   4.1.
       Thanks to all those who are able to contribute  their  stories  to  the
       magazine, they are all certainly appreciated by our members. It was
       moved by Wally McVee, seconded by Charlie Whelan, that a vote of thanks
        go to Barney Olson, Editor, for his contribution as Editor.

        HOSPITAL/LAST POST - the report was submitted by Bob Hidson. At the
        time of the General Meeting there were 7 members in hospital, 4 of them
        residents at the Vets Mewburn Hospital.
        The report was seconded by Charlie Whelan, Charlie also offered his
        thanks from the Association to Bob for the work he has done and contin-
        ues to do in maintaining our Last Post records.

        MUSEUM - this report was given by Lee Ahlstrom, member of the Museum
        Executive. Lee told us that our Museum has now been allocated a total
        of 2500 square feet of display space plus 500 square feet of storage
        space in the now being renovated Prince of Wales Armoury. Casinos have
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     been held, donations are being accepted to raise funds for the Museum.
     Plans have been drawn up, professionally, and the Museum is on the way.

     Following these reports, LCol Glen Jones filled us in on the activities
of the young Battalion over the period of the last year. At the time of his
report the Armed Forces were under a bit of reorganization and in the proc-
ess would be known as a Land Force, our unit now being a member of the West-
ern Division of that Force. Western Division comprises a total area from
Thunder  Bay, ON, to  the  BC  coast. The  unit has now engaged in parachute
exercises and now has a number of parachutists and their own jumpmaster.

     Attempts are being made to get a more permanent home base for the Bat-
talion. With the added Head Offices and more troops occupying Griesbach Bar-
racks area, things are getting a bit crowded.

     Association members were also advised of and invited to attend a Church
Parade at All Saints Cathedral the following day, Sunday, January 19. Vet-
erans would not be required to parade, but could make their own way.
NEW BUSINESS                                                          .  ,

     With the reports from the  various  committees  having  been  received,
President Boyd then asked for any new business to be brought forward. The
summer picnic was the only item to come and for the picnic on a suggestion
from Marcel Tettamente we agreed that this year the Association hold their
Edmonton Picnic in conjunction with the Militia Battalion. The date of the
picnic would be left to LCol Jones to arrange and proper notices would be
sent out in ample time to all members of our Association.

     A short report was received from Bill Shaw on his Dept of Veterans Af-
fairs sponsored trip to Sicily and Italy. A full report of the trip was
printed in the last issue, #94, The Fortyniner.

     There being no other business to come forward the final matter to at-
tend to was naming the Executive for the coming year. This did not take long
since  the  members  of last year's Executive were willing to continue on in
the same capacities for the coming year. With the exception of RALPH CRAVEN,
our longtime  Secretary, who had expressed his desire to be relieved of this
position as of this new term. LEM MUNDORF was nominated to take over the
position as Secty of our Association. To replace Lem on the Executive, VINCE
WESTACOTT let his name stand as a new Executive member.

      Members of the Association Executive for 1992:

                             President  -  Ed Boyd
            Vice President - Chris Atkin   Secretary - Lem Mundorf

                          Treasurer  -  Barney Olson
            Executive Members - Wally Ross  Bill Shaw  L.E.Stewart

                 Roll ie Castagner  Paul Cote  Vince Westacott
                        Past President  -  Bob Hidson

                      _Mi1itia Unit  -  LCol Glen Jones
                         Honorary Colonel - R. Chapman

      There being no further business to attend to the meeting was adjourned
 at 1630 hours on a motion by L. E. Stewart and the members left to prepare
 themselves for the evening Banquet.                  B. OLSON
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      Most of us were more than pleasantly surprised when we totalled up the
 final number that had attended this year's Reunion and Banquet. It being the
 first time that we had invited the ladies to attend the Banquet as well as
 the dance we were not quite sure what numbers we could expect. A few better
 than 180 turned out for the evening's festivities. Veterans, members of the
 Militia Unit, invited guests, the largest turnout on this special occasion
 that we have had in some years. Even the weather obliged by being on the

 mild side.                                                       .      ,,
      The attendance was so good, we had to delay the meal for a bit to allow

 the staff to round up a few more tables and chairs to accomodate alt those

 who had arrived.                                                         , ,
      We  did  get  underway  without too great a delay and once everyone had

 been seated the formal part of the evening took place. There was the march-
 ing on of our Colours by a very smart looking Colour Guard from the Militia
 Unit, an impressive ceremony. Angus McCrimmon and Bill Craig were our mem-
 bers who had the honour of our traditional "Marching On" of our Griesbach
 Sword, another fine performance and one that we carry out each time at our
 annual banquet. The piper for the occasion was supplied to us by the Edmon-
 ton City Police Pipe Band.

      At the head table, Ed Boyd, President and MC for the evening, and his
 wife, Peggy; Mr & Mrs Bince, Dept of Veterans Affairs; Mr and Mrs L. Dubray,
 President of and representing the Montgomery Legion, LCol Glen Jones and Mrs
 Jones, Militia Unit; Hon Col R. C. Chapman; from Edmonton City, Alderman R.

 Hayter.
      Following the usual good buffet supper there were a few short toasts to

 the Regiment, and to the City, plus some short speeches of welcome, etc.
 There was the usual request for those from out of town  who  had  come  some
 distance, "Stand and be recognized and let us know where you are from", and
 as  always  we  had  members standing and announcing places such as Sherwood
 Park and St Albert. President Boyd made mention of Ralph Craven's long his-
 tory as Secretary of our Association,from which position he has now retired.
 Ed thanked Ralph on behalf of all members of our Association for his many
 years of service as Secretary and wished Peggy and Ralph a11 the best for

 many years to come.
      The small liquid gift to the oldest member in attendance was given out

 and this year it was presented to Albert Nelson, WW I veteran, age 95.
      Once the speeches and toasts, etc. were done with  it  was  back  to  a

 noisy intermission while the Legion staff cleared the floor, rearranged the
 seating to make way for an evening of dancing.

      There being a "Burns Night" celebration on in a different part of the
 building, and at which the Edmonton City Police Pipe Band was playing, they
 came up to our gathering, formed a circle, and in turn entertained us for
 about half an hour, including, of course, a few bars from "Bonnie Dundee".
 This musical intermission was thoroughly enjoyed by all who were there.

      After that, it was on with the dance.
      And overall the reunion was much better than we had anticipated. There

 were in the neighborhood of 70 WW II veterans who came,to say nothing of the
 large number of our younger Battalion there as well. All we believe due to
 so many being able to bring their wives, lady friends, guests, along to take
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 part in the festivities. There is no doubt that the same format will be used
 for future banquets when held in January.

      In attendance from the Edmonton area:
         Marshall Baydala - Miles Beaton- Jack Birmingham - Ed Boyd - John

      Bowen - Dave Bittman - Bill Craig - Ralph Craven - Paul Cote - Col. R.
      Chapman - Gus Campbell - Joe Decoine - John Drake - Bill DeWitts - Ted
      Dombroski - R. Duquette - Roll ie Castagner - H.G.Field - Henry Funk -
      Don Gower - Buck Getschel - John Guay - Bob Hidson - Jim Hodson - Ed
      Howard - Steve Kmiech - Ron LeBas - Don Matsen - D. Marquardt - Lem
      Mundorf - J. D. Matheson - C. Mi Hey - Dave McAra - Hugh McKay - Gord
      McVee - Wally McVee - Vern McGee - A. Michael - Barney Olson - Wuiff
      Preuss - Wally Ross - B. Robitaille - Bill Shaw - L. E. Stewart -
      Marcel Tettamente - Bob Woop - Keith Wakefield - Geoff Wright - Carl
      Walford - Maurice White - Pat Grier - Don Thomson - Jim Botsford - Ed
      Tannous - Art McCormack - Sid Jones - Howard Bone - John Squarok - Ted
      James - Vince Westacott - Ron Game - and from Mewburn, Andy Dahl, Reg
      Flowers and Stan Blomberg.
      From out of town:                                              _  ,-         Lee Ahlstrom, Sh Park - Mike Antonio, Hythe - Sam Atkinson, Goodfare
      Ken Coupland, Spruce Grove - Ivan Feldberg, Evansburg - Dave Gaulter,
      Thorsby - Bob Jardine, Ardrossan - Ray Lewis, Trail BC - Steve Lotoski,
      Alberta Beach - W. Lukaniuk, Tomahawk - J.B.McDonald, Mayerthorpe - Al-
       bert Nelson, Ardrossan - H. Peters, Calgary - Art robins on, St Albert -
       Charlie Swan, Innisfail - Joe Turions, High Prairie - Bi 1 Thomson.
       Hythe - Bob Prowd, Assiniboia, SK - Barney Weir, Two Hills - Sid Fry,
       Vernon BC - Sam Lenko, Sangudo - lan Edwards, Regina, SK.
       Some Associate members:                                         @ -,          Peggy Bolinski, Edmonton - Isobel Morgan, Rochester - Jane Todd, Ed-
       monton - Cecille Dupuis, Edmonton - Margarette Atkinson, Gibbons -
       Mitch Turions, Grande Prairie.                   ,-,...
       Plus many of the wives, lady friends, relatives of the above.
       And from the Militia Unit:

          G R. Jones - J. C. Matthews - W. J. Speen - J.F.D.St Croix - R. N.
       Weizenbach - F. G. McLean - V. P. Bastable - F.B.T. Read _ C.Mmey -
       Keith Mundorf - D. Ellett - G.D.Balombin - B.Northmore - R.B;Storner
       J Toy - B Zawalsky - P.G.Colison - J.S. GuFlion - M.A.Wankiewicz -
       B A.Deegan - C.P.Grotowski - D.G.KIein - D.J.Scott - J. N, Taylor -
       DM Thorlakson - D-C-Turnbull - S.D.Belsher - K. Brzak - N.J.Lanctot-
       D:G:Buchanan " S.E.Kowalchuk - R.A.Lippa - D S Mtka - D. G Poole -
       C.A.Morrison - J.K.Symons - A.M.Wilkinson - B.O.Yui11 - V.G.Yung.
       plus their wives or lady friends.

                  - We hope we missed noone -                B. OLSON

                                     AN ERROR
        In the last issue of The Fortyniner, m, page 41, those from our Reg-

   iment who attended the unveiling of the plaque to J. C Kerr, the fourth
  i^Son shown (from the left) as a "son of J.C.Kerr", the name is in error.
   From ;he poor reproduction it is hardly possible to tell but the person
   there is indeed Charlie whelan. Sorry, Charlie.



THISand THAT

On August 15, 1992, Jack Birmingham was presented with the Fire Services Ex-
emplary Service Medal/Bar by Gov General R. Hnatyshyn. The medal was pres-
ented to Jack for his 30 years service with the Edmonton Fire Department.

                             ++++++++++
We saw, also, that John Squarok was among the "nimble group of seniors pho-
tographed at a seniors get together in a river valley park, Edmonton, prac-
ticing the graceful martial art of Tai Chi and to sip some tea." Senior
ladies were shown to be in the majority.

                             ++++++++++
Listed in a local newspaper - 50th Wedding Anniversarys for Wally and Betty
McVee and Alee and Helen McCaTlum and advice from Art Colbeck and wife, Cal-
gary, they will celebrate the same occasion in December,'92.Congratulations
from all of our Association members and many more years of happiness.

                             ++++++++++
Pictured in a neighborhood weekly, Ted Allan, "showing his love for his
country with a brightly decorated and non-political sign in his frontyard."

                             ++++++++++
And in the area in mid-August, Louie Thadei, Ketchikan, Alaska, attending a
family reunion in the Rich Valley, AB, district.

                             ++++++++++
His name on the list to run for the office of President, Montgomery Legion,
Edmonton, Bill  Shaw, takes  over the position by acclamation. Bill has long
been active in Legion affairs holding many offices, as well as being on the
Executive of our Association. We wish Bill the best of luck in his term of
office.

                             ++++++++++
And Hilbert Lechelt, Edmonton, celebrated his 75th birthday with his photo-
graph in a local paper. Hilbert went overseas with our Regiment in 1939 but
has never been an Association member.

                             ++++++++++
Some address changes since our 1991 Fortyniner:

     Jack McKay - from Lament to Athabasca, AB
     Jim & Sally Foote - from a house to an apartment in Edmonton
     Ted James - from an apartment to a house, in Edmonton
     Gordon Edey - from Langley BC to Kelowna BC
     Jim Botsford - from an apartment to a house address, Edmonton
     Ed Cox - from C'ourtenay BC to an apartment in Spruce Grove AB. A

       summer residence since Ed spends winters "with the birds" down south.
                             ++++++++++

At the official opening of the new Edmonton City Hall, Jack Birmingham and
Barney Olson took part in the Flag Raising Ceremony portion as official re-
presentatives of our Regiment. The weather was not the best, the ceremonies
were cut back from one and a half hours to approximately a half hour. The
flags did get raised, however, and without any complications.

                             ++++++++++
Ralph and Peggy Craven - Ralph not only dropped from his position as Secre-
tary of our Association after serving in the position for in the vicinity of
25 years of unbroken service, Ralph and Peggy celebrated their 50th Wedding
Anniversary in January of this year as well. We wish them many more years of
happiness. Our thanks to Ralph from all members of our Association for his
many years of dedicated service helping to keep the Association active.



This  and  That

Art PhiTlips, Red Deer AB - thanks for all the notices and also for the mag-
  azine. Thought I might put you straight on the passing of Vie Eastly as
  was reported in the last issue of the magazine.
  "Mike", as he was known at times, died in Red Deer several years ago, very
  suddenly. Following his discharge from the Army he was the Postmaster in
  Sedgewick, AB, for several years but he left that and went into Real Es-
  tate. He then left Sedgewick and came to Red Deer and worked for a Real
  Estate firm here. I don't remember how many years ago he passed away. He
  was buried in Sedgewick.
  Vic's number was M 16160, mine was M 16161.

William G Taylor, Hamilton ON - sending along my dues and some extra. Thanks
  for sending the magazines.

Nick Sykes, Cloverdale BC, M 16846 - Although I have not been able to attend
  the functions lately due to my medical problems, I'm still mobile and was
  able to enjoy an R & R holiday in Patm Springs sunshine in Jan/Feb of
  this year with my spouse. Want to say how much I appreciate the Fortyniner
  magazine. From year to year it just gets better. I'm sending along a clip-
  ping from "The Southwest Quebec Dialogue", 1990s which perhaps you can use
  in the next issue of our magazine.

Dr Edgar J Bailey, Edmonton - In response to a request for a short story
  from the Edmonton Journal and having to do with "the first car you ever
  owned", we reprint the story sent to the paper by Edgar Bailey.
  "My first car was a 1922 Ford Model T convertible with a mother-in-law
  rumble seat. A young friend of mine was transferred to Toronto and left
  his car with his mother to sell. I heard about it and she said, "You can
  have it for $50." I bought it. I didn't know how to drive and had no lic-
  ense, but I got it to my residence on a Saturday afternoon. On Sunday, I
  took my girl friends out for a drive only to be picked up by the RCMP. I
  had no drivers license, car license, the lights, brakes, and a few other
  things did not work. I ended up with six charges against me on my first
  day of driving. The RCMP officer totd me to go on with my drive. If I re-
  ported in the morning to pick up my license and got the car fixed, they
  would withdraw the charges. I did it. I will be 90 years old in 1993, I
  have never yet had an accident."

PHOTOS, Issue #94, November 1991 - we apologize for the very poor quality of
  the photographs printed in the last issue of the magazine. Hopefully the
  pictures in this issue are much better - Editor

5IOVTOG?|
-^ Let us know

  when you know.



________        A     RAMBLE     THROUGH     SICILY      @@@@@@@@@-

i                                         by

                                 Charlie Swan

      My story begins on July 10th, 1943, I was then Platoon Commander of #7
 Platoon, "A" Company, 49th Bn, The Edmonton Regiment. We had reached the
 shores of Sicily, were transferred from our mother ship, the Durban Castle,
 to an LSI (Landing Ship Infantry) a ferry boat kind of craft that carried
 two long gangways extending along either side of the prow, the gangways
 could be lowered to allow troops to walk ashore.

      Our LSI moved in towards the beach of Sicily at the prescribed time but
 we weren't able to move right in since a large sand bar intervened. My mem-
 ory fails me at times but I believe one of the sailors from the LSI swam a-
 shore with a rope attached to our craft and we embarked by marching down the
 gangplank  into  the sea. We kept one hand on the rope and our weapon was in
 our other hand. I'm not sure about the rope but I am sure  that  we  marched
  into  seven  or  eight feet of water. Our equipment took us to the bottom of
 the ocean but we just kept on walking on up to the shore. We held our breath
 while under water and held our arm with the weapon in it above water  in  an
  attempt to keep the weapon dry. On shore we gathered together and marched in-
  land  through  dune  grass and reeds and were led to our new position by our
  Company Commander, Captain Pat Tighe. Here we rested throughout the remain-
  der of the day and when night felt we moved along inland  toward  ISPICA. As
 we left the beach area an air raid was in progress, presumably against the
  shipping and naval vessels off shore. We were treated to a remarkable dis-
  play of fireworks, every ship in the area was firing at the enemy aircraft.
  We landed with no shots being fired.

       Throughout the night we marched inland with frequent halts and an oc-
  casional rest. We were extremely tired since we had little or no steep for
  some time. At one halt we discovered that some of our men had fatten asleep
  and we had to go back and retrieve them.

       Early the next morning we reached a wooded area and rested there for a
  few hours.  By afternoon we were on the road again under an unrelenting sun.
  There  was  no sign of enemy activity. On this afternoon I saw for the first
  time an enemy soldier who had been kilted in battle. He was an Italian tying
  beside a gun at a crossroads, probably killed by our artillery. Towards the
  evening we approached the town of ISPICA. It sat up on an escarpment and
  should have been an easy place to defend but there was no shelling of any
  kind against our troops. We marched up a long incline and when we got to the
  top we entered the streets of the town. A great crowd of civilians welcomed
  us as liberators. We quickly moved through the town of Ispica and "A" Com-
  pany found space on which to spend the second night.

       July 12th it was on to MODICA. After spending the night in the vicinity
  and in a cemetery outside of Ispica, the Regiment continued its march toward
  Modica with "A" Company in the lead. A few mites short of Modica LCot Jim
  Jefferson came up to our Company and ordered Captain Tighe to send a patrol
  into the town. He wanted to know if the garrison there was intending to of-
  fer us any resistance. I was instructed to take one section on this mission.
  We were loaded onto three Bren Gun carriers and set out. It is very diffi-
  cult to recall the names now but I do remember that I had with me Cpl Kirk-
  ness  LCpl Cliff Scramstad and Sgt Larry Paquette. About a mile from the



town the road took a bend to the left. Around this bend we came upon a Can-
adian 30 CWT in the progress of being "brewed up". One of the former occu-
pants was lying dead by the side of the road. This truck had just been hit
at point blank range by an artillery field gun sighted at another bend^in
the road about 300 years ahead. The vehicle and the dead Canadian soldier we
identified as being from the Patricias. We moved up to the enemy gun and out
of some nearby buildings came a very wild-eyed Canadian Sergeant who had
been busy searching for the enemy gun crew. As I recall, the Sgt was^from
the R C Rs. He and his patrol had just wreaked vengeance on the Italian en-
emy gun crew. At this point we dismounted from the carriers and continued a-

head on foot..
     The road turned to the right and continued on downhill. It was very

wooded in the area and we could not see the town of Modica ahead as yet._A-
fter having gone through the incident with the artillery gun we were haying
some doubts as to whether we would make a peaceful entry. With our carriers
covering us we started down the winding road. Many mines were seen tying a-
long the verges and in the ditches. Suddenly, as we made the turn around a
bend in the road we could see in the woods and aimed at us, an enemy machine
gun, complete with its crew. I very quietly said to my patrol, "Keep going,
don't fire". As we got closer the crew left the gun and faded off into the
woods. So our patrol continued on its way with increased confidence. On the
edge of the town we crossed over a bridge and found ourselves in an open
area across from which were buildings with a number of streets radiating off
into the town. Some civilians came out and white flags were in abundance and
in a moment, out onto the streets, Italian soldiers emerged. The number of
soldiers coming soon turned into a flood. All of them were carrying their
rifles and we were engulfed by this swarm of excited Italian soldiers. Many
could speak English and they thought that we were Americans. We soon put
them straight about that. As they were all armed and stitt pouring in, I got
 a bit alarmed by the large numbers of them. I ordered the Bren carriers to
 remain on the road and on the bridge and to keep us covered. So I designated
 a place for the enemy to pile their weapons and our little band set about
 the job of relieving them of their rifles and side arms. We then separated
 the officers from the other ranks and got them all into a column. Most of
 them were carrying their suitcases with their civilian clothes inside.

      While this was going on, various town dignitaries came up to me, form-
 ally introduced themselves, welcomed us, and signified their happiness at
 our arrival. As I remember it, these included the Mayor, the Bishop, the
 chief of the Carbinari and some other quite senior Italian officers. We were
 welcomed as brothers in arms rather than invaders.

      By this time we had gathered all the garrison and under the control of
 Sgt Paquette and two of our carriers they were escorted back down the road.
 I also sent a message back to LCot Jefferson with the information that he
 had originally sent us along to get.

      We then entered the main street of Modica to inspect our prize. It was
 a bright, clean and cheerful place. We soon spotted a balcony with a collec-
 tion of quite beautiful girls waving at us. It was, however, with some dif-
 ficulty that we had to pass them by. One of the Carbinari took me along to
 their headquarters and I had lunch with them. I enjoyed sitting down out of
 the terrible and sweltering heat. Somehow it turned out to be quite a good

 visit and a good day.



      I expected our Edmontons to hasten into Modica but it was late after-
 noon  before  some  of  the  tanks arrived. Soon after more tanks came along
 carrying on them members of the Regiment. Our patrol soon found "A" Company,
 rejoined them and continued on our advance on top of the tanks towards RAG-
 USA. It was a most uncomfortable ride on the tanks and I thought several
 times that I would much rather be walking. Eventually we passed through Rag-
 usa and occupied some high ground beyond the town.

      I have always been annoyed by the "official histories" regarding the
 capture of Modica. Even in our own "A City Goes To War" the story is confu-
 sed and nonfactual. The story as I have written it about Modica is correct
 in every detail.

      We had passed through the town of Ragusa on the 12th of July, 1943, and
 then stopped on a hillside. Here  we  rested, sort  of, for  two  days. Even
 though  the  days  were  extremely  hot and dry, the nights were cold. As we
were dressed only in cotton drill shorts and a jacket and had  no  blankets,
 it was chilly at night. I remember one of the nights on that hillside a cou-
 ple  of  us  moved  into  a deserted peasant hut to try to keep warm. It was
warmer and we were able to fall asleep. Later on during the night we awoke
with a heavy infestation of Sicilian fleas.

      Late on the evening of July 14 the Regiment moved on, the leading com-
pany on tanks, and we resumed our advance. We had to pass back through Rag-
usa. It was a bright moonlit night as we slowly made our way back uphill
through the town. Somewhere some shots were fired, then some more, and soon
there was considerable firing. Bren guns could be heard chattering away. A-
bove us I coutd see the column on the switchback road. It was hard to tetl
where the firing was coming from or on what it was directed. I recall yell-
ing to those above us to stop firing. For a time it was a potentially dan-
gerous situation. Fortunately the firing soon stopped.

      It was here in getting through Ragusa that we suffered our first cas-
ualties. So far we had things pretty easy but it was soon to change. We were
passing through areas where 1st Brigade units had fought and there was much
evidence of many sharp clashes.The German Army was now our adversary. Beyond
CALTAGIRONE the Edmontons were again leading through more of the open coun-
try. During the morning of the 16th of July we encountered some of the Amer-
ican Army. Coming into our route from the left were a few tight vehicles. We
were halted at the time and the Americans asked who we might be. I responded
that we were Canadians. The American said that they were the First American
Division. I told him we were the First Canadian Division. They wheeled about
and were gone. The BIG RED ONE had met up with the RED PATCH DEVILS!

     We continued on our way. By mid afternoon we were approaching some hil-
ly country quite different from that which we had just experienced. The col-
umn stopped and we could see it extended out  about  a  mile  behind  us. We
coutd  also  see  that the column was being shelled. We dismounted the tanks
and "A" Company moved to a knott on the right side of the road. Cot Jeffer-
son had joined us and was studying the ground ahead  when Brigadier Yokes
roared up in a cloud of dust and ordered Col Jefferson to put a company on a
hilt that we could see about a half to three quarters of a mite ahead. Col
Jefferson was about to send for another company to come up but the Brigadier
said, "NO! Send this company that you have right here!" So "Jeff" says to
Pat Tighe, "OK, get going." Pat said, "7 Platoon leading, "A" Company-MOVE!"
So much for long winded "0" Groups.



     Within seconds we were running downhill at full titt. I remember think-
ing as we ran how beautiful the woods that we were running through was. It
was tike a park and the trees were tike poplars in full teat and with no un-
derbrush  to impede us. We coutd make out our objective as we ran. We passed
through some tow ground and then started to climb. We stowed up very tittle
until we came to some terraces near the top of the hitt. Our company was alt
up close, noone lagging behind. At what turned out to be the  last  terrace,
we were met by a blast of automatic gun fire. Using battle school tactics I
sent a section around to the left. However, the MG post that was firing on
us decided to retire to the top of the hill. We clambered "P01?^6^3"
and took off in hot pursuit after the gun crew. There was a b"11^^1;116
summit and we could see the enemy pulling out from there. We^chased after
them and on down the other side. Here we came under fire again and we had to
take cover behind the quite substantial number of trees; One of our men haa
been  hit  and  Capt  Tighe ordered us back to the summit. With all our Bren
guns firing in the general direction of the retiring enemy we scrambled back
to our shelter taking our wounded man with us. Before I coutd relax and re-
 lish our first attack, I was informed by a section leader (whom I had sent
 around to the left) that Bill Gair, his Bren gunner, had been hit by machine
 gun fire. There in a small open area I found Bill lying crumpled over, his
 Bren aun was still at his side.

      Sobered by this stark reality of war, I knew that the fun part was now
 over. From now on things would be different.

      On to LEONFORTE. "B" Company had attacked Leonforte shortly after  A
 Company but ran into heavier opposition and  suffered  many  casualties^ The
 carrier  platoon  had also suffered many casualties. This we learned when we
 rejoined our Regiment on the next day. Our advance continued; The Patricias
 had passed through the Edmonton's position and were now leading the Divis-
 ion. For the next two days we did little else but move forward to keep up
 with the general advance. On the first day it  was  very  hot. After  a  few
 hours  of marching we were greatly fatigued. We still had no transport so we
 were carrying heavy loads, all the platoon weapons: PIAT bombs  2 inch mor-
 tar bombs, great quantities of rifle and machine gun ammo and hand grenades,
 e?c. As ! remember it we were also carrying 3 inch mortar bombs, the reserve

 ammunition of the mortar plaoon.                       .
      There were quite a number of Sicilian civilians using the road, their

 mode to transport being a donkey and on which they had P11^,;^,10^^
 Some of these donkeys had only a peasant riding on them. We then suddenly
 goFthe idea that we might impress some of these animals into our service.
 !n no time we had a number of these sturdy little creatures moving along

 with us festooned with much of our baggage.
       After two days of marching it became our turn to lead the advance. On

  the evening of the 19th, I'm not sure just where we were now but we were
  somewhit short of the Dittaino River. Here the Regiment performed a strange
  manoeuvre and I can find no mention of it in our history  Pat Tighe came
  back from an "0" Group and gave us instructions for an advance to begin a-
  Eout dusk. The entire Regiment was to advance in tine with fixed bayonets
  and with an interval between each man. Our company commander was a man of
  verv few words so I was never quite sure of the purpose of  this  tactic_ As
  ^turned  out  it  was to be over a very flat piece of country. At dusk we
  assembled and shook ourselves out in an extended line. I'm not sure if



the whole Regiment was involved but certainty more than our company partic-
pated. It was fairly dark when we set off and we continued on for some hours
doing  this strange tactic. After travelling some distance we passed through
the Patricias. They were all comfortably asleep in their slit  trenches  and
most  were  unaware  of our passing through them. At some point we abandoned
the silly formation. We reached a river bed and came under fire from the far
side. It was a 20 MM tracer shoot and as the shells came arching  toward  us
it  was  quite  attractive. Then  the firing stopped. We heard some vehicles
moving out and no harm had been done to us. Close to dawn we took up a pos-
ition within sight of the craggy ridge that we were shortly to become better
acquainted with. In the pre-dawn we had heard the weird sound of the nebet-
werfer, or moaning minny as we learned to catt them. We were shelled inter-
mittently throughout the day so for the first time we scooped out some slit
trenches in a very rocky soil.

     The next day began our march to LEONFORTE. It was a very hot day and we
were short of water. I recall being extremely fatigued. At one time I was so
thirsty that I took a monstrous drink from a bottle of wine which was offer-
ed to us by some Italian well wishers. It was vile stuff. Eventually we came
to rest just across the gorge from Leonforte. We spent the night in a treed
area and rested up for the next day's events.

      LEONFORTE and AGIRA. We were slated to follow the Seaforths into Leon-
forte. At 1600 hours on the 20th of July the Seaforths were about to move on
but unfortunately their "0" Group was heavily shelled and suffered casual-
ties. In a hurry we were readied to "go in". At 2100 hours we started down
the road toward the gorge. We clambered down into it to get past the de-
stroyed bridge and up the other side. The entrance to the town was being
pounded by our artillery. As we moved up out of the valley along the road,
Pat Tighe was up with the leading platoon commander - this was to become a
pattern for him.

      The main entrance to the town of Leonforte was something like a gate to
a castle. We could see it up ahead. Bursts of MG fire were directed down the
road at us but there was fairly good cover along the right side for us. We
moved very quickly and kept in good contact with each other. As we entered
the town I was very much aware of the horrible smell of burnt cordite from
our own artillery shells and there were the screams coming from a wounded
 German. Captain Tighe led us down a street which was heading  north. It  was
 now  very  quiet around us as we pushed on. "D" Company was behind us at the
 town entrance but before long we could hear nothing from them. By now we had
 reached the north end of the town and moved onto some open ground to the
 right of the road and we halted. It looked as tho' we were in some sort of a
 garden. Since it was nightime and fairly dark it was hard to tell. Suddenly
 the stillness around us was shattered by the roar of tank motors from right
 in front. Then we could hear the creak and clank of the tank tracks as the
 machines moved toward us. They then started firing. We moved  to  the  right
 but  ran  into  a brick wall. We started moving along the wall but the tanks
 were bouncing their shells off it. We then retraced our steps until we found
 an opening in the wall and we climbed through it, now found ourselves in a
 railway station. It being very dark we couldn't really see what was happen-
 ing but we heard the tanks moving along into town. I believe they were under
 the impression that we had retreated into the town. Captain Tighe  then  led
 us to a piece of ground just beyond the railway station.



     My estimate is it was about 2230 to 2300 hours then and there were very
few sounds of battle coming from the streets. At the time I presumed that we
were on our objective. The #18 Signal set was, as usual, of no use to us and
n   a?;empt to regain contact with the enemy by patrol was made ^^ ed
to be attacked but nothing came at us, no mortar bombs, noart111eryshells-
UP were completely ignored. At the time we were on a very low hitt which was

  S  S   ^^it^s-I ^:K^ ^S^tian Cursor

^r^y^^^^
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 and 'BecauseTn^consent to this move I'm sure that at the time we were
 not on our company objective. In fact there might never have been a firm
 one If there had been and knowing Pat Tighe, I don't think we would have
 moved. None of the rest of the Edmontons had made it through and we were as
 well sure that they would not be coming. We were not far wrong at the time.
 When we got to our new position we found some water. We also found some good
 shooJng In a vattey on the east side of our hill we coutd see some activ-
 ity We assembled the Bren guns from our platoon and when we could see a
 pretty good cluster of the enemy, we opened up. This certainty aroused the
 Germans because in no time we were being mortared quite effectively. As soon
 as we were able we moved to the south and found a place where we "utd
 scramble down the face of the escarpment. This was no smalt feat. We then
 returned to the area we had left from on the previous evening. Later on in
 the day we moved again through Leonforte and took up a position at the cros-
 sroads. Our company commander was a bit grumpy for a few days but his good
 humour soon returned. We were alt teaming and it was essential that the
 Platoon commanders would be better informed. "A" Company was one fine group
 of men. They knew how to move in a hurry, always kept in ^^.^d^
 do anything they were catted on to do. Our NCOs were very good the platoon
 commanders as good as any, the men superb. But our casualties kept mounting

      After a couple of days of sitting at these crossroads we were on the
 move again on the road to AGIRA. Meanwhile, heavy fighting was taking place
 around NISSORIA first by members of 1st Bde, then by 2nd Bde, and the road
  to A ra had now been c/eared. From the crossroads we had watche the -,^ -
  est barrage yet fired, and in support of our Canadians. The fields were fit-
  led w^h 25 pounders and the firing was continuous. Much of this was m sup-
  port Of the Patricias' attack against Nissoria. What we had witnssed was a

  ^^nrnextTay^Juty 27th, the Edmontons moved up to a jump off point a-
  bout ^wo mftes from Ag^ra. In the coot of the evening we moved off to the
  ten o? the road and immediately started downhill into a wide valley. We
  crossed over irrigated fields and fitted our water bottles from a water
  D^pe ThiFwas very important to me as I drank great quantities of water and
  was not a ways too careful of the source. We had chlorine tablets with us
  wntcn we dropped into the water as a precaution. Before long we were climb-
  ing uphftt and at the time it was beginning to get dark. We knew we were on
  ine way to Mount Crapuzzo. As usual it was tough going but we were able to
  rest occa^iona ly . It was getting cold and when we rested we would wrap



ourselves  in our gas capes in an attempt to keep warm. Once I remember Capt
Tighe gave us some time to have a short steep, something we coutd use.

     Pat guided us unerringly and just as it was beginning to get tight we
reached Mount  Crapuzzo. My platoon was in the lead as we started up the
mountain, we must have found a good trait because it was not long before we
were close to the summit. We approached the top warily but our tuck held,
not a German in sight. We shook ourselves out along the crest and facing
south. We coutd now see the cemetery hitt at Agira down betow us and as it
got brighter we could see the attack being carried out by "D" Company. We
coutd see our men moving forward, bit by bit. And we coutd see some move-
ment at the other end of the  cemetery. From  our  sightings  we  determined
where the Germans were and got our Brens firing. It must have helped our
troops some since soon after our firing the action in the cemetery stop-
ped. Shortly after we were saddened to team that Major Bury had been kitted
leading his "D" Company. No man in our Regiment was better liked.

     Cot Jefferson came up to our "A" Company position about noon. He wanted
our company to send a patrol into Agira to discover whether or not the Ger-
mans were stilt contesting the issue. I was given the nod and I was told to
take one of my sections. Previously I had discovered a covered approach down
the mountain in the direction of the town. At high noon and under cover we
went down the hitt, crossed the road, made our way to the nearest building.
We started to make our way into some of the built up area when I saw some
Italians gesturing at us. We closed up and they pointed to the next building
and said, "Tedeschi". We burst open the door and out came some twenty Ger-
man soldiers, odds and sods, alt in uniform and including a Warrant Officer.
We were wondering what to do with them when a runner from the Regiment came
off the hitt and told us the patrol should come back at once. Apparently Cot
Jefferson had thought the better of the patrol. By now we were being fired
on  so  we weren't sorry to be leaving. With part of the section in front of
our prisoners and the rest of us behind we took off. The firing continued at
us and shortly the German WO went down. I paused only briefly to  note  that
he had been badly hurt but we coutd do nothing for him at the time. We soon
regained some cover. This whole operation hadn't taken much more than about
a half hour, we were back in camp in time for a delicious "compo" lunch.

      We remained on Mount Crapuzzo for some 3 or 4 days. Here we received
our first reinforcements. I had moved #7 Platoon down to the top of a long
 spur that reached out above the road that led north to the Satso Vattey. On
this spur were a number of caves which we were able to occupy and for a
 change we were able to get plenty of rations. White there those who wished
 were able to write tetters as welt as receive mail. I got to know three or
 four of the new fellows who had just joined us. It was just a nice comfort-
 able place to be, but, of course, it wasn't to last for long.

      On August 1st our company commander came back from an "0" Group with
 orders for us to send a recce patrol into the Satso Vattey and on eastward
 to Point 736(a designation on our maps). The purpose of this recce was to
 discover if there were any enemy in the area and to report on "travelling
 conditions" and possible routes. I was detailed for the job and would take
 with me two members from our Scout Platoon and a section of men. When I re-
 turned  from  this  recce  I would be reporting to Bde HQ on our findings. I
 nominated Cliff Scramstad's section for the job. At this tate date I don't
 remember who the other members were but I remember one was Sgt Hauptman



from  the  Scout  platoon. We  did not take our Bren gun "man" with us so we
were M ma^ourTest^a^appeared to be about 12 mites "as the crow

flies"  At dusk we set off. Our plan was to go towards the north  find the
nearbv river and follow it to the east. Then it  would  be  to  locate  this
mountain which was designated on our map as pt.736. When we arrived at 736
we were to determine what enemy might be thereabouts. It att sounded simple.

     We  dot  to  the  river  and started down along it but we coutd make no
headway  Huge boulders tittered the entire floor of the valley. There was no
water flowing in the river this time of the year but there were potholes of
water everywhere. We quickly decided that we would have to  get  up  on  the
north bank of the river and seek out a route we coutd follow with ease. We
clambered out of that horrible vat ley, moved on to what appeared to be table
land and then headed east. Now the going was much easier.

     Along our route the area was full of peasant huts and their occupants
and our progress forward coutd have been charted by any enemy in the area by
the barking of the dogs. At first we were cautious as we approached these
habitations but before long we threw caution to the side and sped along. We
expected to hit the Satso River if we maintained an easterly direction. At
times we halted for a breather. Twice we roused some sleepy Sicilian peas-
ants  studied maps by whatever light they coutd provide, and asked if they
had seen any Tedeschi in the area. I would get them to point in the direct-
ion of Regalbutto so as to help orient ousetves. Daybreak found us back at
the Satso River. Here we rested briefly and discussed our next course of ac-
tion. We  were  on  a high point overlooking the Sat so from the north. South
 and slightly to the east we coutd see the heavily forested mountain upon
which Regalbutto rested. Off to the east we were able to pick out the crag-
 gy features of the ominous pt 736. We could see it was stilt a considerable
 distance away. Sharp eyes detected some movement on the forested slopes of
 the Regalbutto mountain. We soon determined that they were Canadians  or  at
 least British troops. Regatbutto was being attacked.

      At this point I decided we should send some information back to our CO.
 I would keep Sgt Hauptman with me to continue on with the patrol and then
 send Cpt Scramstad plus the other patrol members back with whatever inform-
 ation we had teamed. I wrote out a message and off they went. Sgt Hauptman
 and  I  clambered  down to the Sal so and worked our way along it to the east
 and shortly we came to a railway bridge which crossed the now dry river. A-
 gain we determined that no formation could move along the river bed itself.
 It was just too rocky. We studied the railway bridge and decided that it
 coutd be made into a crossing for vehicles. We then moved out to the valley
 and headed for the beckoning mountain, our hoped for destination. Again the
 ground was horrendous, boulders, gulches and gut leys everywhere. We would
 stop and with our binoculars search the mountain ahead but we_coutd detect
 no movement. By this time it was afternoon. No peasants inhabited this rocky

      ^believed we'should get back with whatever information we had obtained
 so we decided to go no further. Before we left we made ourselves as visible
 as possible in the open. We yelled and hollered and Sgt Hauptman fired sev-
 eral clips off from his rifle towards our objective, pt 736. We were totally
 iqnored or perhaps totally unnoticed.

      About mid-afternoon, it was now August 1st or 2nd, I'm not sure which,
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land being convinced that we coutd discover no real evidence of the enemy's

( position, we decided to return to our unit.
'     We dropped down into the Satso Valley, crossed over by the railway

  bridge and then decided to make our way to the nearest point of the highway.
  it was as mentioned before very rugged country, now mostly uphill, and cut
 with frequent canyons. In about three hours we managed to reach some open
 wodtand. Then  just  short of the highway we came across the area where our
  Regiment's mute train was being assembled. Although I don't remember now, I
 Bust have had a talk with Sgt Sam Hatety. Some years after the  war  when  I
 net up with Sam he told me that I had marked his map for him that day in the
 iaute assembly area and he had found it accurate and very helpful. Sam, as I
  recall, was in command of the mute train which was about to pack att of the
 Regiment's heavy equipment forward. Sam also probably directed me to where I

  coutd find our rear Bn HQ.
       Soon we were "back home" having been away on this patrol for close to

  24 hours and on the move for most of that time. Major Ted Day, 2 I/C, took
  me to Bde HQ where I reported in person to Brigadier Vokes. He questioned me
  at some length being particularly interested in the railway bridge. Having
  finished with the Brigadier I returned to the LOB area. Major Day suggested
  that I get some steep and then return to the main part of our unit the next
  day. I zonked out and by the time I woke up the sun was high in the sky. So
  I found out where "A" Company might now be, got hold of Sgt Hauptman, and we

  took off to go back to our Company.
       SALSO VALLEY to REVISOTTO. I was aware that the rifle companies had

  crossed over the Satso River and it was my intention to catch up to them.
  Sgt Hauptman and I took off, out through the woods, passed through the area
  again where the mute train had been assembled and headed towards the railway
  bridge. This sounds easy but it was probably a two to three hour journey. It
  involved getting down to the river bottom through that horrendous terrain,
  then  moving down along the river bottom to the railway crossing. This whole
  process coutd eat up the hours but not the mites.

       We found ourselves back on the north side of the Satso. Again we scan-
  ned the hitts ahead and also to the east with our glasses but we coutd see
  nothing of our troops. Nor coutd we hear any sounds of battle. At that time
  we had not been made aware of what had taken place in the morning. We head-
  ed east along the river bottom. Somewhere in this area a young peasant woman
  intercepted us. She was quite an attractive looking lady, but was very dis-
  turbed. In her arms she was carrying a young child, probably a year old, and
  wrapped in a shawl. She showed me the child had been hurt, there was a pun-
  cture in the ribcage at the front and another small hole in the back. The
  wounds were now not bleeding profusely so I took my shell dressing and cov-
  ered both the wounds. To me it looked as though the child had been hit by an
  almost spent bullet. I urged her to make her way to Regatbutto and seek as-
  sistance there. I coutd do nothing more. For awhile to us it was a disturb-
  ing incident that we had to get out of our mind and continue on our search
  for the Regiment. About a mite east of the railway  crossing  we  came  upon
  some of our unit. In a grove of trees, probably an old orchard, we found the
  mute train, and the RAP (Regtt Aid Post) was with them. I remember them be-

- Ing there because I recall the generous shot of brandy that Capt Lazoreck,
  the MO  had pressed on me. But noone there was able to give us any idea of
  the whereabouts of any other part of the Regiment. I was determined to toc-



ate "A" Company so at dusk the Sgt and I set out again. We fett that some-
where to the north we would find some part of our unit.

     Throughout the night we headed in a northward direction and as it got
tighter towards morning we coutd see up the mountainside a white building.
We had a pretty good approach to it so we elected to invest1^ate,Itwas,.
full of Sicilian civilians. One of them, a young priest, told us he had seen
no Canadians and pointing to the hitts over to the east 1nd1catedtherewere
a number of Germans there. They knew they were in a battle zone. We q^ckiy
retraced our steps going back to our friendly terrain. On the way down the
mountain we came upon "C" Company and Major Archie Donald. We actually en^
tered their company from the front. Major "o^d^Y.^sas to what ^
might be doing, I told him that we were looking for "A S0^5-,^^
coutd rejoin it. He couldn't tett me where it was but ^dS^,^^^^^,,
be somewhere to the west. I don't think he believed me when I pointed out to
 him the white building we had just come from. Getting a bit fed up we re-
turned^he^A ^rea.^^^ ^ ^^ ^ ^ ^       woun;edfromH

 "A" Cov Sat Ctarke was leading them, about seven or eight att told, and
 they looked dreadful. It had been over 24 hours since they had been wounded
 and here they were having had to walk out. As yet no vehicles had crossed
 over the Satso. That same afternoon "A" Company finally showed up. At last I
 was happy to be back with them. In the meanwhile they had been badly beaten
 up My fettow Platoon Commander, Bob Kelt away, had been kitted and we also
 learned that CQMS Harry Bannon had been kitted white trying to get the rat-
 ion truck across the Satso. By evening of Aug 3, it was not a happy day.

      REVISOTTO, Aug 4,5 and 6. After a night spent in an orchard, A and B
 Companys were on the march again. Our objective was the quite distant Mount
 Revisotto. We had to move to the east along the Satso River, cross the River
 Troina and turn north towards our objective. As we left the area of our Ed-
 monton-s fiercest battle to date we coutd see the Seaforths ^ "operation
 with some tanks attacking uphill towards the north. It was good to see that
 we finally had tanks on this side of the Satso River.

      On our march forward we passed through an ever-widening valley and we
 were soon amongst orange groves plus other green crops. The oranges were
 stilt on the green side and not eatable. Eventually we crossed the Troina
 and turned north along it gradually getting into ro111n9,country.Itwas,
 quite dark as we approached the mountain. We came to an embankment, start
 ed to climb over it but as soon as we got on top of it we were fired on by
 macMne guns. Our two commanders. Captains Tighe and Stone, conferred and
 decided U would be better to wait until the following morning before con-
 testing ihe issue. Having just completed an alt day march, noone complained.
 We retraced our steps a bit and entered a wooded area where we settled down

 for ^he'nex^day we resumed our advance. I don't @"ememberseein9that@ern-,
  bankmenf again so I think our route this time was more to the left. "A" Com-
  Pany was ?n the lead. We were wett out in the open and att of a sudden we
 wire under fire from MGs and I believe some rifle fire. The ground around us
  offered some protection so I dove into a clump of vegetation, the nearest
  one and tried to become invisible behind it. I coutd hear the hiss of but-
 Tets as they passed above my head. Capt Tighe had found a simitar refuge
  lusl o?? to my r?ght front. We lay hidden for awhile and gradually the



     firing  died  down. I  got one of our Bren guns firing, I remember Stan
Melton's as well as the other company Brens chipping in. "B" Company  was  a
bit behind us and they as well got some of their guns firing.                '^

     Capt Tighe now ordered us to withdraw to the woods. It had been mostly  ,
my platoon that had come under fire and when I urged them to move on back,
to my horror two or three of them had been hit and were not going to move
under their own power again. Others were wounded but managed to scramble
back to the trees. Of the wounded, several coutd not walk. We vacated the
field for the time being. Capt Tighe and Capt Stone (then "B" Coy commander}.
located  some  stretchers  and returned to help bring in the wounded. By now
our dual commanders had decided that Revisotto needed more punch than we had
available. We made no further attempts at moving ahead that day. On the next
day we were, I believe, joined by some carriers with mortars from the Pats
and I'm quite sure that in the morning before we went  up  the  mountain  we
were able to have support from the artillery. I do not think we had any sup-
porting tanks as recorded in "A City Goes To War".

     On August 6th, our last attack in Sicily took place. We mortared the
most tikety looking defence positions and moved forward in bounds using fire
and movement and whatever cover was available. It was soon apparent that the
enemy had given up the hitt and I had the satisfaction of leading my platoon
to the top.

     And so ends my ramble through Sicily with the Loyal Edmonton Regiment
in that summer of 1943. Our part in the Sicilian campaign was over. The Can-
adians had been "pinched out" between the rapidly advancing Americans to the
north and the British soldiers surging up the coastal roads to the east.
Here on Revisotto,we were to rest until our move to the Mititetto area where
we had a much needed rest period coming and a short wait for the next phase,
the invasion of Italy proper. It was a great relief to know that there were
no more hitts for us to assault in the immediate future. No more casualties
to anguish over.

     At  this  time, 49  years  later and at age 77, the images etched in my
mind once are beginning to fade. Some are stitt bright. I have some diffi-
culty with names and have to think long and hard to sort out the chronology.

      As this is mainly the story of my time as Platoon Commander of #7 Pla-
toon, a statistic might be of interest. Of the original platoon, roughly 30
members, that had walked into the sea at Pachino Beach, July 10th, only 9 of
us made it to the top of Mount Revisotto. I am sorry that  I  cannot  recall
alt their names. My list would be incomplete. I leave it at that.

      Most of those who at one time had been wounded we would see again later
as they became discharged from the various hospitals. Our comrades who were
kitted wilt forever rest in that pleasant cemetery just to the east of Agira
and overlooking the Satso Valley.

      For att of those who tie there, I offer this prayer:

                       "Lord, grant this gallant company,
                        The rest and peace they won;
                        Reward their last Gethsemane
                        With hope that war is done.
                        And let their name forever be
                        Warmed by Memory's sun."



BUCKINGHAM PALACE.

The General Officer Commanding,

     1st Canadian Division.

This magazine has no
information regarding
this item. Nothing is
known about when it
was issued or to whom.
Anything you can tett
us about it would be
 appreciated.   Editor

           On behalf of the people of this country, I extend the

warmest welcome to the first contingent of the Canadian Forces to

reach these shores.

           The British Army will be proud to have as comrades-in-

arms the successors of those who came from Canada in the Great

 War and fought with a heroism that has never been forgotten.

\1t1i December, 1939. L/Cpl. John Lester Herman,
The'Edmonton Regiment,
Canadian Active Service Force.
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                                 by

                             At Johnson

                             Gus Maynes
      I was sorry to read that Gus Maynes had passed away. Gus

 was  a  good  soldier, a crack shot, and a good man. I remember
 him especially for giving me the best excuse I ever heard for
 being improperly equipped. This happened in the  Potenza  area,
 shortly after we landed on the Italian mainland. I had been ap-
 pointed Scout Officer, and one of my first acts was to inspect
 my platoon. The scouts were equipped, not with the usual Bren
 magazine pouches, but with smaller rifle pouches. I found ever-
 ybody  in  the  platoon property equipped - except Gus, who had
 big pouches. Naturally, I asked Gus where his rifle pouches
 were, and received the snappy answer, "Buried in my grave,
 sir!"

      Gus had been shot in the chest somewhere in Sicily, prob-
 ably Agira. Completely immobilised by his wound, he  fay  atone
 on a hillside under fire, and it was not until nightfall that a
 patrol came out with picks and shovels and proceeded to dig a
 grave beside him. They were about to wrap him in a blanket when
 somebody  said, "Hey, Gus  is  stitt  breathing."  They changed
 plans immediately, catted for a stretcher, and chucked Gus's
 btood-soaked web equipment into the waiting grave.

      Gus totd me he had been conscious during the digging, but
 was so vague that it didn't worry him particularly. No wonder
 he didn't worry about his equipment!

                        Remember A1 Ricovero?
      We didn't see much of At in Sicily -  he  didn't  seem  to

 care much for smalt towns where we did much of our fighting -
 but once we hit the Italian mainland, we began to see signs
 of him in every city. We never actually saw At, but we always
 knew which way he had gone because the signs looked tike this:
 "AL RICOVERO-@ ," or "<-AL RICOVERO," often even bigger than
 "VIVA IL DUCE", which Mussolini had painted on att the best ad-
 vertising spots.

      A few of our guys thought At was a member of the scout
 platoon who left a record of his passing, a sort of "Kitroy was
 here." Others who realised that the paint was never fresh, fig-
 ured  that  At  was  some  kind of politician - actually a dumb
 idea, because any politician who opposed Mussolini and left an
 arrow showing where he coutd be found, wouldn't have any more
 chance than a staff officer caught on top of  a  knott  in  the
 centre of a stonk of moaning minnies. The real smart guys did-
 n't guess anything, but some of them made a real effort to find
 At. Following the arrows, they found another big sign, "RICOV-
 ERO", painted  upon  (of  att  things)  a big concrete air raid
 shelter. After a nice Signora who spoke a tittle English ex-
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plained to them that AL is not a nickname for Atfonso, but the
Italian contraction for "a it", meaning "to the". At feast they
knew the whole story of mysterious At Ricovero.

                        MY PISTOL PROJECT
     Last winter, white chatting with a group of non-military

friends, I expressed my hatred and distrust of pistols, and
supported closer control of these dangerous man-kitting weap-
ons. I totd them that in my experience, pistols seemed to bring
out the worst in people, and that in the hands of anyone un-
trained or inexperienced, a pistol is a menace to everybody -
within range, including the holder. I added that I would be
witting to bet that there were more casualties in our battal-
ion caused by irresponsible pistol handling, than were suffer-
ed by the German army from our pistol fire.

     Reflecting on this, I began to wonder just how true my
statement was. I have personal knowledge of three pistol in-
cidents: one at Mititetto in Sicily, where one of our men was
shot dead for drawing and cocking a captured Beretta white in
the  custody  of  a patrol; another in Calabria where a man was
shot in the head white playing "William Tett" with a drunken^
comrade; and then near Ortona one of our senior NCO's shot him-
self in the thigh at F Echelon. On the other side of my re-
search, I talked to as many of our former pistot-toters as I
coutd find, to ask how often they had fired pistols in action,
and with what result.                                 .

     John Dougan, wounded in both wrists on Hitt 736, in Sic-
ily, did draw his pistol to defend himself, but did not fire
it. Jim Stone, who has probably seen as much close-quarter
fighting as any Canadian alive, does not recall ever drawing a
pistol in action, although he does hold the distinction of hav-
ing been wounded (in the finger) by a pistol shot from a German
paratrooper in Ortona. Which makes him, as far as I can deter-
mine, the only legitimate pistol casualty in our battalion.
Personally, I can recall drawing my pistol for action only once
 (on the Moro River). However, its use was unnecessary. On an-
 other occasion I fired a captured Luger into the ground to get
 the attention of an arrogant bunch of prisoners, but this hard-
 ly counts as offensive action. Ken McKenzie  remembers  drawing
 his pistol to induce the surrender of a couple of jerries in a
 slit trench (near Bagnacavatio), but he did not fire. I haven't
 found any signallers, despatch riders or other specialist who
 sometimes carried pistols, but I would welcome any further pis-
 tot stories from the LERs in WW2.

      Unless more information turns up, the pistol score stands:
 Germans - one finger; LER - 0; setf-inflIcted wounds - 3.
 (Editor's  note  -  there  was a story, when we were at rest at
 Baranetio, Italy, that our "travelling dentist". Doc Thomson,
 having had one too many, made use of his pistol to open a door.
 Story not confirmed, though. If true, score remains LER - 0.)



OUR COMBAT PAYMASTER
     An almost forgotten story. Capt Joe Maxwell was going a-

bout his business somewhere near Apetdoern in Holland, when a
German soldier popped out of the bushes and insisted on surren-
dering. Joe  had  no  alternative but to change course and haul
the Jerry back to Bn HQ, making Joe probably the only Paymaster
in the Canadian Army to take a prisoner.

     Joe now lives in Winnipeg, a much respected citizen and a
pittar of his church. It is hard to associate him with Bagnaca-
vatto, Italy, where he, or more probably one of his financial
assistants (I never did find out who), taught a harmtess.tooth-
less old laundry lady that "si" was translated into Ingtese as
two words, the second of which was "true" and the first was the
soldiers' favorite adjective, the wett-known and much-used F-
word. The cheerful old crone (who may have been a couple of
rounds short of a full magazine) was very proud of her command
of English, and beamingly responded to almost every query with
her only English expression. On second thought, she was doing a
roaring trade in the laundry business.

                        DEFEAT OF A GENERAL
     The foregoing anecdote brings to  mind  another  story. It

concerns General Vokes, whom I regarded (perhaps because of
his "kick 'em in the crotch" order of the day in the Liri Vat-
tey) as our most foul-mouthed general. It seems I may have mis-
judged  him. Charles  Comfort, the Canadian War Artist at t Div
HQ, wrote in his book something tike this: "- - his Rabelaisian
vocabulary concealed a cultivated and refined mind." Further-
more, Jim Stone tetts a story which  comes  directly  from  the
general's tips, and concerns the F-word. It seems that the
general found the use of this word in every imaginable situat-
ion not only obscene but repetitive, unimaginative, boring and
offensive, and he decided to forbid its use. He catted in one
of his staff officers and instructed him to draw up not only
the forbidding order but a list of substitute words. This hum-
orless individual labored mightily, and came up with a very
lengthy list ranging from "awfut" through the alphabet to "use-
less" including several profanities and scatological expletives
for extreme situations. It was placed on the general's desk in
his caravan ready for signature the following morning.

      In the morning the general was awakened by the sound of a
despatch rider trying to start his motorcycle near the caravan.
Time after time the D.R. used the kick-starter, totally without
result. Finally, a  comrade  passing  by  enquired, "What's the
matter. Corporal?" The exasperated D.R. responded with a five
word sentence in which he used the offending word once as an
adjective, once as.a noun, once as a verb, after which he gave
the starter one more kick and the motor roared into life. As
the sound of the departing bike faded into the distance, the
general got out of bed, picked up the order and dropped it in
the waste basket.

      He knew when he was ticked.
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                          An Afterthought
     These anecdotes that you have just read are about things

that happened over forty five years ago. If I have misquoted
anyone, or totd a story the way it wasn't, blame it on my mem-
ory. If it's important to you, by att means write a tetter to
Barney Otson, the Editor, he'tt be glad to have your version
for the next 49er.

                        @-@-@-@-@-@
        When youth was mine and the years that fay ahead
        Held each a golden lure to point the way;
        When every dream was fitted with laughter gay
        And life coutd be but bright where'er it led;
        When heedless of pain my spirit coutd not dread
        The dark and tonety paths, nor yet betray
        The flaming witt to march beyond the day
        That promised to my youth a prize unlimited;
        Then never thought I as I trod this road
        So carelessly without a backward glance,
        That it was just a forward one-way lane;
        Nor knew I that each moment's irksome chance
        Would soon become a dear and cherished toad
        Which I would yearn to shoulder oft again.

                 Article - By-Laws, Association Members
Regular Members

     All ranks, past or present, who are serving or have served in units
     bearing the title or wearing the badge of the 49th Bn The Edmonton
     Regiment and The Loyal Edmonton Regiment or The Loyal Edmonton Reg-
     iment (4PPCLI) shall be eligible to join the Association as futt

                                  members.

^^The^oowfand children of officers and men serving or who have served

     Cade^OT^cers! Cadets and C I L Officers affiliated with The Loyat

     Atrp^sonne'o^o^r^rps and Units who have been attached for duty

     with the Regiment                                              .
     Any interested person who is prepared to work on behalf of the Assoc-
     iation and subscribe to its aims.

                       ++++++++++++++++++++++++++
     Widows of deceased members are automatically placed on our membership

                      roll as an "Associate Member"
     If we have not had any communication from them for a couple of years
     we must presume that they are no longer interested and they witt then

                   be taken off our Membership rott.













To The Editor

Dear Barney:

     Received the "mascot photo" (see picture section) and thanks a million;

it will be a treasured memento, not only of our trip west this year, and the

first time for a reunion, but of my twenty two months service with the "Ed-

dies".

     Both Rae and I enjoyed the opportunity to mingle and chat with the gang

at the picnic, everyone certainly made us feel at home. I was probably a bit

disappointed in that I was unable to put "names to faces" to the extent that

I had hoped and then, to learn that familiar names to me, like Meyers,Bowen,

Shantz, Welch, Wilford, etc. had passed on since returning from overseas. I

have contacted Jesse Pittman since returning to North Bay.

     My battle baptism with the Regiment was at Ortona with "C" Company. For

what it is worth - a talking piece at some future gathering, at least, I am

enclosing some tattered scraps from the Italian "Maple Leaf" edition, "All

Hell to Pay - But We Had More Cash."

     As a background, I was part of a contingent of Officers and NCOs from

England who came down to Italy to get some battle experience - in retro-

spect, what a laugh, the experienced were already on their way back to Eng-

land. I was an Algonquin, and Charlie Swan was on his way to become an Al-

gonquin.

     Regardless of how hard I try to erase them, the memories of Ortona lin-

ger, fortunately there are some with a touch of humour. I appreciated and

still do, the pork chop dinner in the alley on Christmas Day - considered

myself lucky to share it with the skeleton few of the Company that was left.

I recall returning from being outwitted at the old Fort, and while standing

in  the  alley, it  was  noted  that  our  Bren gunner's trousers were blood

soaked. He didn't realize he had been hit. A later report from the First Aid

Post: "A clean hit, four future scars." A sniper  had  drilled  him  through

both cheeks of his buttocks as he scrambled over the stone wall. I don't re-

call seeing him again, nor do I recall his name. If living, he may feel like

standing  up  and  being  recognized  at the next Regimental function. Or at

least dropping me a line.

     To add insult to injury, after being relieved of combat duty, and after

mucking out the debris from two rooms which we had decided to inhabit in Or-

tona, and after having visited the portable shower unit and receiving some

clean clothes, we were enjoying some of Ortona's  finest  (the  four  bottle
boxes  of  spirits) with glasses, when one of the "Gerries" duds entered the

wall above our heads. I believe we were a mite more angry at the time look-

ing over at our drinks filled with plaster than realizing the fact that we

were picking ourselves up out of a foot of rubble.

     It was Christmas in 19^^, at Cervia, south of Rimini. I had transferred

to the Carrier Platoon in February and at the time was driving the RSMs
ammo/ration carrier. We had located some fine wine in the line and Ron Bowen

then RSM, had told me to make certain that a demijohn (a large  one)  be  on

the carrier when we came out - for the Sergeants' Mess of course! I made
room for two (25 - 40 gal ones), one for the boys. Someone did not like the

idea, pity  him  or  them  if  found  out, they had poured gasoline into the

casks. What a wasted effort on our part and also an embarrassing one for the

RSM and myself. We had let it be known around that we would be hosting the

Christmas Eve parties.                Many thanks.

                                           Delbert G & Rae Waldriff



 _________                        A    WAR    DIARY                         @@@@@@@@-45-
@@@@@@@@@                  September 1, 1945

      This part of a War Diary was written up by Captain Les Herman and came
 to us following his death in April, 1991.

      To  this  date  we  have no information concerning the Diary - was it a
 private diary, or one written up for the Regiment.

 1 Sept 45
      Weather - Clear and warm
      At 0945 hours an advance party composed of Capt O.R.Browne and two Sgts
      left the Bn for 4 Bn at Nijmegan to facilitate the reception of the L
      Edmn Regt at that camp as of 2 Sept 45. At 1000 hrs an ,0" Grp was held
      at which time final orders for the move were issued by Maj F.H.McDoug-
      att DSO. The Bn witt travel to Nijmegan in four "packets  at different
      times, A & B Coys at 0745 hrs, C & D Coys at 0805 hrs. Sup Coy at 0825
      hrs and BnHQ & HQ Coys at 0845 hrs. Two and one half hours are allowed
      for each packet to travel from Bitthoven to  Nijmegan. Capts  L.Taplin,
      W Oakey, Lt  L.G.Lindtand, CQMS  Mutten, Sgts Leney, Brian and four ORs
       left the Bn at mid-morning for various units in the CAOF in which they
       had volunteered to serve. It is understood that several of these Offrs
       and ORs intend to make the Army their career. During the day final pre-
       parations for our intended move were turned in to the Transport Office
       where they received final checks before being  turned  into  the  Demob
       Parks  Packing  of  personal  belongings  occupied  the big majority of
       the men for the day and needless to say many strange articles of more
       weight than value found their way into various refuse pits. Both- Of-
       ficers and Sergeants Messes closed after breakfast in the morning and
       the three remaining meats are to be eaten by Officers and Sgts in Com-
       pany kitchens. The three officers of the Bn who have been on staff at
       Brigade, Capt E.B.Bradish, Lieut F.Middteton and Lieut C.Preston, along
       with 12 ORs from that HQ returned in the evening as HQ 2 CIB has now
       broken up and the staff are returning to their original formations for
       repatriation to Canada. In the evening a final movie, very wett attend-
       ed, was shown us by the Salvation Army War Services in their canteen.

  2 Sept 45
       Weather: Clear and warm
       Reveille was at 0500 hrs, breakfast at 0600 hrs and att baggage was
       turned in to a dump at BnHQ by 0700 hrs to facilitate the work of
       Lieut H.Stewart and his baggage party. The various packets in which the
       Bn was divided moved off on time and generally arrived in 4 ^thirty
       minutes ahead of time. At the camp each group was met by Captain O.R.
        Browne and his advance party and with a minimum of delay were allotted
       to quarters in D Company of 4 Bn. There was no hotd-up in any arrange-
       ments of any kind and if att our various moves necessary to our repat-
        riation work as smoothly as this one everyone in the Bn wilt be quite
        pleased with them. At 1400 hrs the Bn was paraded on a Muster Parade
        and to have Camp Orders explained by a member of the P.E.Staff. After
        this there was nothing for most of the Bn to do except to attend shows
        in the camp or indulge in the various pastimes common to Army fife. The

        first step in our journey home.
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 3 Sept 45
      Weather: Cloudy and coot
      Breakfast was at 0715 hrs and the first parade of the day was a V U
      movie shown to att ORs in one of the local cinemas and at 0950 hrs_
      Request Orders were held at 1000 hrs by Major F.McDougatt DSO, 2 1C, at
      which time innumerable requests were heard covering everything from re-
      quests for permission to be married to applications for transfer to the
      CAOF. Evidently quite a number of the boys had suddenly realized that
      they wished to marry their Dutch girt friends and  so  volunteered  for
      further service on the continent to enable them to do this. Fitting out
      of embarkation and debarkation cards for the cross-Channel trip, an in-
      formation  parade  re  repatriation  problems  and a bath parade at the
      Leave Transit Camp took the remainder of the day and in the evening an
      ENSA concert was attended by the bulk of the Bn. Alt daily parades are
      being handled by the staff of 13 Bn so there is nothing except ordinary
      routine work for the Bn Officers to do.

 4 Sept 45
      Weather: Cloudy and coot
      The Bn was divided alphabetically into three groups for the parade of
      day and in rapid succession each group went through the Pay Office to
      change Dutch money to sterling, a parade to order cigarettes, a med-
       ical inspection, parade to the Gift Shop and, finally, to turn in any
      blankets at 1300 hrs. Supper was at 1630 hrs, haversack lunches were
       drawn and at 1830 hrs the Bn moved off to board the train for Ostend at
       the Leave Transit siding. This was completed at 2000 hrs  and  at  2030
       hrs  the  train  left Nijmegan with a very happy Bn aboard. At 2200 hrs
       the train stopped at Titberg where tea was made available to everyone
       and after a 15 minute stop it continued on its way.

  5 Sept 45
       Weather: Cloudy and coot
       The Bn arrived at Ostend at 0400 hrs and immediately marched to the
       Transit Camp where a very welcome hot meat was waiting. As there was
       some doubt as to our sailing  time, we  were  to  have, at  least, five
       hours. Everyone turned in for a few hours rest. At 1000 hrs information
       was received that we would be held up at least 24 hrs so everyone set-
       tled  down  to spend the time as best they coutd. Early after lunch the
       ORs of the Bn were moved into their other quarters to make way for  the
       Seaforths who were following us but this did not take long and nearly
       att of them attended a movie in the YMCA at 1400 hrs. As this camp was
       run by the British Army tea was at 1630 hrs and supper at 1930 hrs. As
       everyone was tired after the trip the night before the Bn generally re-
       tired very early, to bed.

  6 Sept 45
       Weather: Cloudy and coot
       Orders were issued to the effect that we would embark about noon so,
       after  having  lunch  at  1030 hrs and drawing haversack rations, the Bn
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 6 Sept 4 - contd
      Moved off on foot for the dock at 1100 hrs. Some delay was encountered
      in embarking but by 1345 hrs the Bn was aboard the cross-channel ship,
      the "Ben MyChree". The boat sailed at 1420 hrs and after a fairly
      smooth crossing docked at Dover at 1745 hrs. At 1900 hrs the Bn complet-
      ed disembarkation, loaded kit, etc. on our special train, then enjoyed
      a hot meat in the Transit Mews nearby. The Bn was met by Cot - - - who
      informed LCot W. Cromb DSO that we would be repatriated from #9 Cdn Re-
      pat Depot near Petworth. The train left Dover at 2025 hrs and arrived
      at Hazetmere station at midnight where the Bn was met by the staff of
      #9 Depot, loaded into TCVs and taken to the Nissen hut camp. The men
      were quickly assigned to huts, given a hot meal and generally were in
      bed by 0100 hrs. Taken, by and targe, it was a very good show by att
      officials who were handling the Bn move.

 7 Sept 4
      Weather: Cloudy and coot
      Reveille was at 0600 hrs, breakfast at 0700 hrs and a Muster Parade was
      held at 0800 hrs. After this a short lecture by LCot W.B.McQueen, OC of
      'C' Wing, 9 Cdn Repat Depot, on what we coutd expect white in the camp.
      After this the Bn was put through, by companies, what was known as the
      "Sausage Machine". This was simply the various parades necessary to doc-
      umentation and consisted of Medical and Dental checks, kit checks. Pay-
      master parade and fitting out of forms for leave both in the UK and in
      Canada. Separate parades were held for the Officers and att parades
      were very efficiently handled by the Depot staff. Work for the day fin-
      ished at 1600 hrs and in the evening many attended an ENSA concert
      which played at 1830 and 2030 hrs.

 8 Sept 4
      Weather: Cloudy and coot
      Again the day started with a Muster Parade at 0815 hrs after which the
      Bn went through, by companies, a VD film, the QM stores and a pay par-
      ade for leave. Everything was completed by early afternoon and the re-
      mainder of the time was spent in cleaning up and packing up in prepar-
      ation for leave. At 1600 hrs ORs of the Bn turned in their kit bags and
      any other kit for safekeeping white on leave. Officers excess kit from
      the kit storage depot at Atdershot arrived so there was a rush by then
      to open trunks, etc., and retrieve service uniforms prior to going on
      leave. In the evening an ENSA concert again played twice for the Bn.
      The necessary parades and detail involved was very smoothly handled by
      the Depot Staff and everyone was pleasantly surprised with the effi-
      ciency of the "Sausage Machine".

 9 Sept 45
      Weather: Clear and warm
      At 0800 hrs the Bn assembled to proceed on leave and at 0900 hrs left
      the camp in TCVs. The convoy took the Bn to Wimbledon Station, to ease
      the congestion on the railroad, from which point the Underground Rait-
      way of the London area was boarded and into London from where members
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 9 Sept 45 - contd
      of the Bn scattered to points in England, Scotland, Ireland and Wales
      for nine days of repatriation leave.

 18 Sept 45                                                                   '
      Weather : Cloudy and coot
      Alt  ranks  of  the  Bn had returned on 17 Sept 45, some looked wan and
     worn, others fit as a fiddle from a leave that had generally been spent
      visiting, for the last time, friends and relatives in the "Old Country"
      A muster parade was held at 0830 hrs and at various times of the morn-
      ing the Bn went through the Pay Office for a final check of pay docu-
      ments. A muster roll call started the afternoon off followed by a med-
      ical check and a movie at 1500 hrs. In the evening recreational trans-
      port took men who wished into such places as Worthing, Brighton and
      Bognor Regis and were returned at  midnight. Usually  reliable  sources
      reported that some men even went so far as London but there was no of-
      ficial confirmation of this.

 19 Sept 45
      Weather : Cloudy and coot
      The day started, as usual, with a muster roll, but no parades were held
      in the morning. As att but last minute documentation has been finished
      for return of the unit to Canada only sufficient parades were held to
      fend off boredom. An EFI issue of a few chocolate bars, etc., was made
      to att ranks during the day. In the afternoon an educational film was
      held at 1500 hrs and in the evening some men were entertained by an
      ENSA concert party and others attended a dance in the NAAFI canteen.
      The recreational transport was also available to those who wished to
      use it. It seems some personnel of the Bn have had difficulty in decid-
      ing whether or not to stay in the UK and each day sees a few more ap-
      plying for further employment here. Generally speaking, a desire to be
      married is usually the reason for staying.

 20 Sept 45
      Weather: Cloudy and cold with showers
      The normal early routine was followed. Reveille at 0600 hrs, breakfast

      at
              - that is the last entry in the diary, in mid-sentence.

 And quoting from our "A City Goes To War"
      "On September 2nd the Battalion moved from Bitthoven to Nijmegan where
      two evenings later it entrained for Ostend. On the morning of September
      6th it crossed to Dover and proceeded to Petworth Camp. Here a wait of
      nearly three weeks ensued, but leave was general and only a skeleton
      cadre remained on duty. On September 17th, on the disbandment of 2nd
      Canadian Infantry Brigade, LCot W.T.Cromb Jr. resumed command of the
      Regiment.
      On September 26th The Loyal Edmontons, 30 officers and 478 other ranks
      strong, entrained for Southampton, where they boarded the French luxury
      liner, Ite de France."



@@@@@@-@                 My  Father's  Search                 @@@@~'

                                       by
                                  Peggy McEwen

      One Saturday night and the year 1940, we were entertaining some Can-
 dian troops in our home. The party was going well, when, alt of a sudden,
 one of the fettows who had been standing outside the French doors, said,
 "Hey, I hear Church belts ringing!"

      We att rushed outside, and sure enough, the belts were ringing witdty.
 It meant only one thing - this was our countrywide warning - the Germans
 were invading our shores.

      Just then the telephone rang, it was the Army Camp ordering the sol-
 diers back to their billets. They left in a hurry back to Cove Barracks.
 Then my brother came downstairs in his Home Guard uniform, shook hands with
 my Dad, and went off to his post. He was just between school and joining up
 in the Forces.That just left us three girls and my Mother and Dad, we women
 were mighty scared.

      "Just go to bed in the shelter, as usual," my Dad said to us. We had
 taken to steeping down there and my Mother and Dad had moved to a downstairs
 room in our house. Wett, we wouldn't go down there without our Mother, and
 she wouldn't go down without Dad, so we ended up att going down into the
 shelter, with my Dad grumbling att the time. He marched down there and slept
 in his clothes, with a gun under his pillow and a rifle beside the bed!

      Around four in the A.M. my Mother shook my Dad awake:
      "Johnnie! Johnnie! Wake up!" she said, "I hear a loud swishing noise. I

 am sure it is parachutes, and they are very close."
      Dad got up and went out into the dark carrying his weapons. He stagger-

 ed up the steps and walked around the driveway outside, went up and down the
 street a bit, then came back to bed.

       "There's nothing out there, go back to steep", he retorted.
       In the morning my Mother was laughing her head off.
       "What's so funny?" asked my Dad, growling.
       "Well," Mother replied, "After you came back to bed early this morning,

 you went right to steep, and you started to snore, and the snores were the
 loud swishing noise that I heard as I was waking up!"

      My father always tiked to tett the story about how he went out early
 one morning, looking for himself with a gun!!

       I don't remember now why the Church belts were ringing, there certainty
 was no German invasion.

      ( Note - John Snyder (Johnnie) was a member of the 49th Bn in WW 1 and
        operated a laundry which catered to the thousands of troops in the At-
        dershot Command. He soon made himself known to our Regiment and his
        home was in Farnborough, only a short bus ride from Cove Barracks
        where our Regiment was first stationed on our arrival in England. Many
        members of our Regiment visited the Snyders, even after we had moved
        away from the barracks. In the words of Jim Stone, "the air raid shel-
        ter was warm, wett equipped, such things as a billiard table, dart
        board and a bar, we enjoyed every minute we were there. The Snyders
        were great people".
        Peggy McEwen is a daughter of the above mentioned John Snyder and is
        a member of our Association. She resides in Ontario.  Editor)



JO_________            RECOLLECTIONS  OF  PORTSLADE             @@@@@@@@-

                                         by

                                  Ralph C.B.Pautsen

         In late 1941 our Battalion Headquarters had its office in an old aband-
    oned brewery in Portstade, a suburb of the Brighton-Shoreham area, on the
    south coast of England. The Signals Section, of which I was a member, had
    their HQ, including the main switchboard, at this place.

         There were several small incidents that occured white we were stationed
    there, not real exciting, but things you recall when you now tend to sit and

    let your mind wander.
         Geordie Smart and myself were on the night shift and attending to the

    switchboard. This one night that I refer to, a tight came on on the board
    and so when this "jack" tit up the sequence was to plug in an operator jack
    for the connection and then repeat our number "Portstade 9035". The party
    that was making the incoming catt would let us know with whom they wished to
    communicate, we would then plug that number, ring a belt, the connection

    would be completed.
         It was early in the morning, about 0430 hrs when the board in

    front of me tit up. And when the small tight came on I plugged my jack in
    and answered with great gusto, PORTSLADE 9035!!

         At the time Geordie and I were "footing around" a bit trying to stay
    awake  and  I guess the caller coutd probably hear the "laughing, etc." that

    was going on.
         The caller asked me, "Who is this?"
         I responded with, "This is me, who'se you?"
         The reply that came back was short, "This is the Brigade Commander, and

    I witt find out who you are!"
         It concerned me a bit for awhile. Apparently it was too smalt a matter

    to take up the caller's time for I never did hear anything about the call.
    It coutd also have been that the person on the other end of the tine was

    "putting my teg".                                              .
         Being on duty on the switchboard was usually a long and boring shift.

    Particularly during the nights when we were on duty from midnight until the
    next shift at 0800 hrs. Sometimes at Portstade-we were able to get into long
    conversations with the WRENs, the Navy girts, since they were manning a sim-
    itar switchboard at HMS King Alfred, a smalt Naval Station in Shoreham. Sev-
    eral dates were arranged for by various members of the Sigs during our stay
    there. I met a couple of WRENs in this manner. One was a cute tittle brunet-
    te named Marjorie. Another was Estette who was nicknamed "Lofty" since she
    was 6 foot 2 inches in height and also her last name was Lofthouse. I took
    her back to the guardhouse gate at the entrance to her station on a couple of
    occasions. I used to have to stand on an apple box to kiss her goodnight. On
    one occasion she must have thought that I was taking too long to kiss her
    goodnight since on this occasion she suddenly kicked the apple box from un-
    der me. I forget what my response was but it was worth a laugh, I'm sure.

          In those times I used to ride a Sigs motorcycle and often I would wear
    a black beret. This gave me the nickname, "Monty", presumably in reference
    to Gen Montgomery who on many occasions wore a black beret. There was also
    the occasions when some of the lesser echelons would catt me "pinhead", may-
    be the fact that my head size was only 6i had something to do with that.



Recollections of Portstade

      And to wander a bit from the original story.                            !
      When my wife and I were married at Upper Caterham on March 29, 1945,

! our best man and bridesmaid were Sgt Jack Russett (Support Coy) and his
 wife Gladys. Jack and Gladys had been married some years previously when we
 were stationed  in Oxted, Surrey. Over the years I have tried to be in con-
 tact with Jack and Gladys but I've never been able to locate them.

      In 1943 I transferred from the Signal Platoon to the 3 inch Mortars and
'except for a period of some six weeks I remained with that Platoon. The six
 week period occurred in Italy when I was attached to "B" Company for some
 pre-OCTU(Officers' Training Unit) field training. I failed to meet the educ-
 ational requirements when I went before the final board and so  returned to
 the Mortar Platoon. I remained there until I transferred to the Canadian
 Scottish Regiment for occupational duties at the end of the war.

                                 THIS  and  THAT
 Ben Whitmore, Red Deer, AB - "Hi. I'm sending along my new address having

      now moved to the Red Deer area from Manitoba. I'll be heading south for
      the winter, tike for six months, so witt not be attending your annual
      banquet and meeting in January. If there is something going on during
      the summer I would tike to attend it. Maybe get some of the 49ers from
      around here to attend also.
      Have a nice winter!

                              LAST    POST
Turner, Douglas S. - M 17273, passed away October 26, 1992, in Edmonton, at

     the age of 77. It is believed Doug came to the Regiment as a reinforce-
     ment white the Regiment was in England. He later transferred to a Head-
     quarters establishment.
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                   JUST A COMMON SOLDIER

He was getting old and paunchy and his hair was falling fast

And he sat around the Legion telling stories of the past.
Of a war that he had fought in and the deeds that he had done

In his exploits with his buddies; they were heroes, every one.
And tho' sometimes to his neighbours, his tales became a joke,

All his Legion buddies listened, for they knew whereof he spoke.

But we'll hear his tales no longer, for old Bill has passed away

And the world's a little poorer, for a soldier died today.

He will not be mourned by many, just his children and his wife,

For he lived an ordinary and quite uneventful life.

Held a job and raised a family, quietly  going his own way.

And the world won't note his passing, though a soldier died today.

When politicians leave this earth, their bodies lie in state,

While thousands note their passing and proclaim that they were great.

Papers tell their whole life stories from the time that they were young;

But the passing of a soldier goes unnoticed and unsung.

Is the greatest contribution to the welfare of our land

A guy who breaks his promises and cons his fellow man?

Or the ordinary fellow who, in times of war and strife,

Goes off to serve his Country and offers up his life?

A politician's stipend and the style in which he lives

Are sometimes disproportionate to the service that he gives.

While the ordinary soldier, who offered up his all,

Is paid off with a medal and, perhaps, a pension small.

It's so easy to forget them for it was so long ago

That the old "Bills" of our Country went to battle, but we know

It was not the politicians, with their compromise and ploys,

Who won for us the freedom that our Country now enjoys.

Should you find yourself in danger with your enemies at hand,

Would you want a politician with his ever-shifting stand?

Or would you prefer a soldier who has sworn to defend

His home, his kin and Country and would fight until the end?

He was just a common soldier and his ranks are growing thin

 But his presence should remind us we may need his like again.

 For when countries are in conflict, then we find the soldier's part

 Is to clean up all the trouble that the politicians start.

 If we cannot do him honour while he's here to hear the praise

 Then at least let's give homage at the ending of his days.

 Perhaps just a simple headline in a paper that would say,

 Our Country is in mourning, for a soldier died today.

         - from The Southwest Quebec Dialogue -

                                         Larry Vaincourt  - Author



I@@@@@@@@          EASTBOURNE- 1942         @@@@@@@@^

                                 by

                           Shiert aw Burry

      Our Regiment moved to Eastbourne, on the south coast of
 England, from the Brighton area, around mid-August, 1942, and
 the Billeting Officer and his staff had att the billets, etc.
 att lined up for us when we got there. Even the vehicle parking
 areas were plentiful and suitable. I had found my place to stay,
 settled in, then later on in the evening set out for a walk to
 took the town over. On my way down I ran into Clarence Turner
 standing outside his new bittet so I said to him, "Clarence,
 come on with me, I'm going to walk down town to took it over."
 I had known Clarence for some time, liked him, and before the
 evening  would  be  over  he certainty demonstrated some of the
 finer points many of the boys of our Regiment realty had.

      Anyway, we proceeded on towards  town  and  weren't  maybe
 only a hundred yards or so from a targe hospital when att hett
 seemed to break loose. The Germans must have heard that the
 Regiment had come to town and were going to welcome us, we were
 in  the  middle  of a raid from German bombers. Many of you who
 were there would remember it  well. There  was  a  bomber  came
 roaring along real tow and it dropped sticks of bombs and in-
 cendiaries. These were att dropped in the vicinity of the hosp-
 ital which was not too far ahead of us. I think I skinned my
 hands and chin trying to dig into the concrete curbing that I
 had ftung myself down on for protection. When I looked over to
 where Clarence was, it didn't seem to be bothering him very

 much.                                             .
      Right next to the hospital and on the right side of it^

 there was a smalt cottage, a private home, which had been hit.
 The roof was missing for one thing and a couple of watts seemed
 to have been blown over. We were able to enter the house, how-
 ever, to look around for anyone who might be buried under the
 rubble. We found a young tady walking around very slowly, com-
 pletely dazed. In a nearby bedroom we found an elderly tady ty-
  ing in her bed. Part of a watt had fatten on top of her pushing
 her  below  the frame on the bed. The strong frame then held up
 the fatten wait protecting the lady from getting hurt. With
 considerable exertion Clarence and I were able to extricate her.

       Since the whole building seemed in danger of collapsing I
  hurried across to the hospital to see if I could get some extra
  help. They sent over a couple of stretcher bearers and^a young
  nurse  I thought perhaps the nurse should not be entering the
  house but she ignored me, and the danger, and went along to try
  and get the elderly  tady out of her predicament.     ^

       We were about to leave the area when we saw the windows on
  the top floor of the hospital being opened and nurses were tos-
  sing burning pillows and blankets out  the  windows. There  was
  att kinds of smoke, some fire, no panic. Clarence and I started
  up the stairs to give a hand but it turned out that it was the
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nurses residence and before we got too far the matron had nab-  '
bed on to us, "No, No, No, you can't go up there," she said,and
sent us packing. The nurses were running around only with a
minimum of clothes on, wrapped in bed sheets, etc, they didn't
want a couple of Canadian soldiers around.

     We continued on down the street and after about a block we
found another severely damaged residence, what had been a two
story building. A beautiful looking old oak tree that stood in
the front yard had been blown down and lay across the tawn. The
top story of the house had been completely blown away. We did-
n't  even  knock  when  we  got to the door, we just opened the
front door and walked in. Two lovely looking elderly ladies
were sitting in their living room just as calm as anything. It
didn't seem as though they had tost any of their composure and
they thanked us for coming. They said they knew someone would
be around to help had help been needed. They would no longer be
able to took at the targe oak tree from their upstairs window
since the tree had been blown down. We informed them that there
was no longer an upstairs to the house. Their reply was to  the
effect that "so be it, we witt just have to have another house
built.". The loss of their house didn't seem to concern them in
the least, they would miss their beautiful tree, however.

     So  Clarence  and  I  left. They saw us to the door, stilt
full of thanks for the arrival of the Canadians.

     Later on when we got back to our Regiment's area we found
out that our vehicle park had received some of the force of the
bombing attack and a number of our vehicles had been badly dam-
aged .

     About a week later I went and inquired after the health of
the elderly lady that had been in the first house that we had
stopped at. The hospital told me that she had been discharged
and was in good health. A few days later I had the occasion to
inquire again and found that she had suddenly and certainty un-
expectedly passed away
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@@@@@@@@                   EDMONTON    PICNIC                  @@@@@@@@:
                               June 6 and 7, 1992

                                   Camp Harris

      This year's Edmonton Picnic we decided that it would be held in June
 and  it  would  be  held  along  with  the Young Battalion. This date is the
 approximate end of the Army training period and the time most suitable to
 getting the families of the younger members together before the summer sea-
 son begins along with it's summer training periods, usually at Wainwright,
 and for those who work, it's summer holiday time.

      Saturday, the main day, the weather was very good except for some wind.
 The Battalion was to have held a parachute drop previous to the  picnic  but
 it was not held due to the breeze that was blowing. Stilt, the Unit had many
 tents set up in case of bad weather, plus chairs, tables, etc. Lestock was
 even  on  parade. An  ideal situation for the seniors who turned out for the
 reunion. No seniors got excited when footballs and  other  sports  equipment
 appeared on the playing field. It was a good day for the children and the
 younger members kept att the young ones occupied with many games. It re-
 minded the older members of the times of long ago when we entertained the
 children with smalt ferris wheel rides, etc., a practice now not even think-
 able because of the costs involved.

      We did not get into the setting of refreshments in a big way, we're
 past that stage. Beer and coolers were available. Steve Lotoski brought his
 own supply, "i percenters, available at your nearest grocery store." He did-
 n't say whether it was the alcohol content or the price that prompted this
 situation. We  also  had  been plagued in previous years with a problem with
 the gas BBQ when it came time to do the steaks. This time the cooks were
 prepared for this situation and used charcoal BBQs. No problems. No com-
 plaints. We had no problems with mosquitos either.

      Alt in att, Saturday worked out well for the veterans who attended. The
 day was marred, however, with the news that our much respected Tommy Bet ford
 had passed away the day previous to the picnic. None of our members from the
 Grande Prairie turned up and we believe for this  reason. We  were, however,
 most pleased to be able to welcome Detbert and Rae Watdriff from North Bay,
 Ontario, for the first time ever. I don't remember exactly how they found
 out that we were having a bit of a reunion this particular weekend, I think
 it  was  just  tuck  that they happened to be in town at that time. From the
 B.C. Association we had Jack McBride, Langtey BC, looking in the best of
 health, now 80 plus years, and we believe, the only member from our coast
 Association able to get here.

      The reunion had been advertised as a two day affair for the Associa-
 tion veterans, Saturday and Sunday. Sunday to be a "just visiting, bring
 your own lunch" affair. As it turned out Sunday was a real washout. The to-
 tal turnout for the day occured around 1 PM when Rot tie Castagner, Bill and
 Ann Shaw and myself arrived on the scene. One couple came along around two
 o'clock, they had some beer tickets left over from the day before and they
 wanted to "cash" them in. Which they did. The turnout was anything but a big
 success. Members of the Young Battalion had been along early in the morning
 and had taken down att the tents, loaded alt the  furniture  (as  they  were
 supposed to do) and you might say "stole away in the night". The only items
 left were the privies that the Association had rented for the occasion.

       It was a nice warm day, we spent our short time there sitting in the
 shade. After about an hour the decision was to catt it quits, we sold the
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part cases of coolers and beer to those present since they weren't return-
able, and left the grounds. Some of the members had left for Grande Prairie
on the Sunday to attend the services for Tom so they would not be available.
Where the rest were, we never did find out.

     One thing is for sure, there is no better location to hold a summer
picnic than at Camp Harris as long as the weather is fine. At the time we
were there had it rained the cabins were not in the best of shape and may
have been a bit uncomfortable if they needed to be occupied.

     Our many thanks though to the Militia Unit for att the work they did in
the setting up for the event. And for att the good cooking that they did as
well.

     We don't have a record of who was in attendance from the Militia, the
veterans that we have on record:

      Buck Getschet - Rotty Castagner - Marcel Tettamente - Gus Campbett -
      Bob Hidson - Art Robinson - Jim Botsford - Shiertaw Burry - Vince West-
     acott - Art Scott - Amby Ambrose - Bitt Shaw - Del Waldriff - Charlie
      Swan - Ed Boyd - W. D. Bill Smith - Ralph Craven - Jack McBride - Mites
      Beaton - Ted Dombroski - Steve Lotoski - Springy Springsteet - Hughie
     McKay - Ivan Fetdberg - Barney Weir - Bitt DeWitts

                                                                 B.01 son
                              @@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@

                                NO LOVELIER SIGHT

                         One day I saw in an autumn sky
                      Wild geese a-flying fast and high;

                         I listened to the echoed call,
                        The rhythmic wing of one and all.

                        The leader led in his knowing way
                         His pilgrims on a right-of-way;

                      The whole sky seemed to softly shine
                      Against the V-shaped feathered line.

                        With shaded eyes I saw them pass,
                       Clear as a pictured looking glass,
                       I felt there was no lovelier thing

                      Than flying birds on feathered wings.

                      And as the birds flew from my sight,
                         I stood in wonder and delight;

                       And prayed them safety on their way
                      To return to me on a spring like day.

                                              Mamie Axburn Adum

                               KIT    SHOP
No listing of items for sate has been received for this issue. The stock
carried by the Kit Shop probably remains the same as that listed in the last
issue of our magazine, #94. The mailing address remains the same as listed.



@@@@@/iSi^ WHERE IS MY WANDEKING BOY?    @@@@@@

        .^^^^nw   Received from DON RUSSELL (4 Pttn, now deceased),
       /^^^^^r    Chase, BC, and of interest mainly to those who were

     .(K^^^^^fflr      with the Regiment in the Oxted, England, area and bit-
    /^^^^^^'y       tetted in the Hurst Green district. Printed in their

  Y^^^^^?n1/       neighborhood tocat news sheet and in reply to a request
  ^l^^^^^//        from anyone in the area who remembered when the Canad-
  ^i^B^^^^        ian were stationed there, would they please write in

    ^^^ L?$s>>-      about what they remembered of that time.

         @SSSlSL          Canadians in Hurst Green & District: We are most
         N^T          grateful for the exciting response to our request for

 information about the Canadians. Here is the first tetter:

   Iris Woodjetts has written: "I can certainty remember the Canadian sot-
   iers when I was at Beadles Lane School. It would have been 1939 or 1940(?).
   Their trucks trundled through Old Oxted. We went out from school to greet
   them as to us it was very exciting. They stopped and signed our autograph
   books or pieces of paper or whatever we had with us.
   Their camp was in Staffhurst Wood where they stayed for a long time. I
   lived in the lane opposite the station entrance. One day a truck happened
   to turn into the tane not realizing it was a no through road. In turning
   they knocked down one of our gate posts which my father was none too
   pleased about. Next day a larger truck arrived with eight soldiers armed
  with toots and, in a few minutes, we had two brand new gate posts. The job
  was finished off with tea att round in my mother's kitchen"

                            ************
   Elsie and Alf Cowland, who were then living at #1 St Stephens Cottages,
   have totd us something of the Canadians in Broadham Green from 1940 to
   1942. The Edmonton Regiment took over Perrysfietd House and Perrysfietd
   Park as their base. They used 'Aggies' for something, but what for I can't
   remember. But wireless trucks used to be parked outside. They were also in
   Staffhurst Wood, with their trucks under the trees. They were a nice Reg-
   iment and never caused any trouble that I can remember.
   They used what is now Ashdown Travel Agents in Oxted as their NAAFI
   shop(?). Whilst on leave from my Regiment I went there and bought chocol-
   ate for my first son.
   In Broadham Green they befriended our neighbors, Mr and Mrs Green, #2 St
   Stephens Cottages where I would join them playing darts when I was on
   leave. In 1941 Sgt Thomas Hattam(?) married their daughter Dorothy. Thomas
   and Dorothy now live in Ottawa. They have just sent us a photograph of
   themselves, with their family, celebrating their golden wedding. We hear
   from them every Christmas.

                            ************
   A Canadian, George Farquharson, who was bittetted at Stocketts Manor, kept
   a diary during 1941. "We evidently moved to Oxted before the start of 1941
   and were there unfit November 23. We then moved to Brighton." Mr Farquhar-
   son revisited Stocketts in 1979 and later wrote to Mrs Fenton enclosing
   photographs he had taken at the time. The first showed Manor House, Sept
   1941, almost exactly as it is now. Another is the tail of the Messersch-
   mitt 110 that I think I mentioned to you. It came down just a couple of



WanderingBoy

Hurst Green, contd -    hundred yards across the field from the house at the
  road intersection just up from your place. That's the place, Stocketts
  Manor Farm Cottages, 1-3 Popes Lane, where I was having a bath one Sat-
  urday  night  and  a  Gerry plane came over dropping bombs. Fortunately he
  only dropped five, if he'd had a sixth it would have landed beside me. We
  were the 2nd Bde Defence Platoon made up from men from the 3 Battalions."

Jim Anderson, Eastbourne, England - I always remember the date October 2nd
  since it's the day that Rene Gauchie and I joined the army in 1939. And I
  always use the date to remind me that it is time for me  to  mail  you  my
  next year's dues.
  You are in tuck this time. I came home from my trip to the Vancouver area
  with a few dollars left over, so I send them on to you. I have a daughter
  and two sons living in the Vancouver area, I hadn't seen them for some
  twelve years. Then I have a brother living inland, on the Kootenay Lake,
  some five hundred mites east of Vancouver. My daughter "volunteered" to
  drive me to see my brother and it was also arranged that after spending
  five  days  there  I  would be picked up by a grandaughter and returned to
  Vancouver. This att took place and it was in June this year.
  The tittle town where my brother lives is realty a dormitory town, once
  a mining town but now a few retired people live there plus some who have a
  summer home in the area.  White I was there new people moved in next door
  to my brother Watty's place and my brother being a friendly character  got
  to talking with the new arrivals. The conversation soon got around to army
  talk since Watty had been with the SLIs(Saskatoon Light Infantry) during
  the war and his platoon was attached to our Regiment to supply extra ma-
  chine gun power. Then Watty also mentioned to the neighbor that I had just
  arrived from England for a visit and that I had been Sergeant Major of B
  Company of the Edmontons at one time. The neighbor fettow said, "My father
  in taw was with the Eddies, his name is Bob Knox". So Watty shouted across
  the garden to me, "Did you know a Bob Knox in the Eddies?"  I said, "Yes,
  he was in B Company with me." He then said, "Well, come on across and meet
  him, he's visiting here with us."
   I went across to where my brother and the neighbor were talking and sure
  enough around the corner of the house came Bob. He didn't realty took the
  same as when I last saw him, close to fifty years ago, but then I guess
  neither did I. But I coutd recognize him, I said, "Remember me. Bob?" Bob
   replied, "Yes, Sgt Major".
   So I guess you would catt that quite a coincidence. I travel for a few
   thousand mites and back into central B C and I run into a Loyal Eddie.
   There are fewer of us, but we are stilt scattered alt over the world.
   When I got back to Vancouver and was visiting with another of my brothers
   I mentioned this meeting with Bob to them. My brother and his wife said,
   "That's funny, it must be the same Bob we knew when we lived in Edmonton,
   he lived right behind us."

 Stan Bath.  Wainwright AB - Sending in my dues and to let you know that I
   haven't been able to attend any of the meetings or picnics this year. I
   have spent a bit of time in hospital the last few years, troubles with my
   tegs and also my heart. I'll be in good enough shape soon and wilt be able
   to come out to the odd reunion. Alt the best to everyone.



WanderingBoy

George Moroz, Sheho SK - When I think back on my service days with the Loyal
  Eddies I always recall the time when the Regiment was invited to take part
  and to represent Canada in the Victory Parade in Berlin at the end of the
  war. It was a great honour to know that our Regiment was chosen. Later an-
  other Regiment was included, many of us thought it was a political deal.

    Our first stop was in Atmeto, Holland. We stayed there about a week,
  marching  and  drills, and  marching  and  more  drills. We finally got to
  Berlin some few days later. The Russians had a barricade across the auto-
  bahn and before we could enter the Russian occupied zone they gave us many
  inspections and there were many things to be accounted for.

    As I recall, Berlin was a huge pile of rubble at  that  time. I  made  a
  trip back to Berlin in 1990 and it was hard to believe that the place had
  by then been rebuilt to such an extent. I wondered where alt the rubble
  coutd have gone to.

    Being a member of the BC Association I always make a special effort to
  attend the annual summer function in Victoria or to the annual meeting in
  Vancouver  in  February. I  would hope that more of our members coutd turn
  out to these reunions.

    Proud to be a Loyal Eddie and regards to att.

Bill Nowell, Cranbrook, BC - My dues are enclosed. I enjoy getting the Forty-
  niner and reading att the stories. They bring back many memories and es-
  pecially about the A Company guys. I was with Sgt Tommy McGee when he was
  wounded on the ridge before Ortona and I was in that creeping barrage be-
  fore the river crossing, I went att through there. I was also with Gordon
  Tough when he got hit. They were att great A Company guys. Alt the best.

George P Miller, Grande Prairie AB - Thanks for sending along the  magazine,
  I enjoy reading it very much. I wasn't able to make the picnic this year
  since I was away on holidays at the time. I'm enclosing my cheque for dues
  and some for the magazine.

Jack Goruk, Taber AB - Just a few words to let you know that I am realty en-
  joying the Fortyniner since I joined the Association. It brings back many
  memories  of  the  time  I  spent with the Regiment. If I remember right I
  joined the Regiment in February, 1944, C Company, and went through with
  that Company until I got wounded in late October, 1944, at the Savio Riv-
  er. Names tike At Baker, Major Tucker, Jim Foote, att  come  back  to  me.
  Keep up the good work with the magazine.

Art Colbeck, Calgary - sorry I can't make it to any of the reunions. At the
  present time I'm on dialysis, three times a week, and using a wheel chair
  most of the time and att due to my war injury. My wife and I witt be cet-
   brating our 50th Wedding Anniversary in December of this year.

Alee  Burrows, Ottawa  ON  -  April, '92, have just returned  from the sunny
   south so I am now sending my dues plus some extra - fate as usual. Hope to
   see you att this summer. (He didn't make it - Editor)

 Joseph Zak, Coteman AB - enclosing my dues plus a donation to the Museum.
   Say hetto to alt the boys.



@@@@@@@@@WanderingBoy

Owen Moses, Fort McLeod AB - I was all set to go up to your meeting this
  year but my medics had different ideas and I ended up by having several
  tests in a Calgary hospital. The old 'ticker' is acting up occasionally. I
  often wonder if the Hitter Line had anything to do with it.

    I'm enclosing my dues and some for the magazine.
    In the article in the last Fortyniner, Aton Johnson mentioned the German

  anti tank weapon he had come across and it brings to mind an incident that
  happened to #7 Platoon. We were on our way "up" Italy, for the fife of me
  I  can't  remember  where, but it was shortly after the Hitter Line in any
  case. We had stopped in a grassy field and there was a bazooka tying on
  the ground near us. It was a mystery to us how it got there, we judged
  that it would be best to leave it atone. However, one brave soul amongst
  us picked it up and inadvertently putted the trigger. The bulbous end flew
  across the field for probably a hundred or so feet and when it tit it ex-
  ploded. Lo and behold a young and very frightened German soldier popped up
  out of a hole and immediately surrendered to us. Maybe someone else remem-
  bers the incident.

Otto Peters, 100 Mite House BC - sorry I couldn't  make  the  reunions  this
  year - I had the misfortune to severely sprain an ankte. Sending you money
  for my dues and for the dinner I missed. Hetto to att Loyal Eddie vets.

Frank Eakin, Rexdate ON - had hoped to attend one affair this year but I had
  a minor stroke in January and thus have had to spend this year at home
  taking it easy. Maybe I can make it in '93. Good tuck and good health to

  you att.

Leslie Tywoniuk, Edmonton - Sorry I couldn't make it out to the annual meet-
  ing and picnic this year, I was out of town. Sending my dues and a bit for
  the magazine, I enjoy the magazine very much. Wishing att the members of
  the Association the best in '93.

Charlie Shoubridge, Ottawa ON - Enclosing my dues plus a bit extra. I had a
   tough  time  of  it  the end of '91 and into this year. Came up with a bad
   case of the flu resulting in my going to hospital for a short white. I
   didn't particularly enjoy my stay there since my knees were not up to it
   and I had to use a walker most of the time. Then when I came out of hosp-
   ital my eye sight was almost nit in one eye and I therefore have a problem
   reading anything that isn't in targe tetters. Now that I'm at the age of
   93 it's hard to be handicapped such as this but I'm stilt not downhearted,

   Best regards to att.

 Barry Ferguson, Ketowna BC -  please  note  my  change  of  address. Sending
   along a tittle extra to keep the book coming. Sorry I can't make it to the
   reunion, I'm having trouble travelling any distance these days.

 Violet  Kirby, Edmonton  -  Thank you for sending me the Fortyniner and also
   for making me an Associate member. I'll be spending a tittle time in Eng-
   land this year, in the Haywards Heath area, not too far from Oxted. I am
   sure it is going to bring back a tot of wonderful memories. I'm enclosing
   a donation to the Association. Many thanks.



SJaat fast
ACHESON. Hugh J. - M 16660, passed away in Edmonton on December 3, 1991, at

   age 73. "Huqh came to Canada in 1928 from Ireland and farmed in the Is-
   land Hilt District, near Vermilion AB. In 1940 he joined the "Eddies" a-
   tong with some other farmers: Harold Halt, Cliff Gates, Neit Webb, the
   McDaniet boys, myself, and several others I don't recall. I believe Hugh
   served in HQ Company." - Jack Birmingham

BASARAB, Joe  - M 17235, passed away in High Prairie, September 9, 1991, at
   age 74.  No other particulars available.

BELFORD. Thomas H. - M 17187, Sergeant, passed away in Grande Prairie, AB,
    June 5, 1992, at age 88.  Tom was a long time member of our Association, a
    President of the Grande Prairie Canadian Legion.

BURNS. David Thomas  M 31822, passed away November 27, 1991, at age 70.
    Dave's personal Army history is recorded in the fast issue of our Forty-
    niner magazine.

CLUCAS, John H. - M 518741, passed away February 18, 1992, at age 89, in
    Calgary. Jack spent most of his working life in the Army, Active and Re-
    serve, his total service amounting to some 40 years. He attained the rank
    of Regimental Sergeant Major.

DAVIES. Wallace G. "Watty"  D C M, - M 15559, CSM, passed away October 11,
    1992, in Calgary. An original and popular member of "A" Company, Watty
    went overseas with the Regiment in 1939.
    We dont have a copy of his citation for the DCM but from our Regimental
    history, "A City Goes To War" - "at the Savio River crossing three pla-
    toons of A Company crossed the river, the leading platoon was allowed to
    pass through before a btaze of fire swept the balance of the company to
    ground, they were forced to withdraw. CSM W.G.Davies gathered ten men a-
    bout him, 'dug in' and defied attempts to eject him."
    Watty remained in England following his army discharge, returned to
    Canada in about 1977 and lived in Calgary. In our last tetter from him he
    said "Hazel, my wife, has now been moved to the Auxiliary part of the
    hospital so it now looks tike she wont be home. I visit with her every
    day, my kids are very good and take me back and forth. I've heard from
    Erm'e White and Art Phittips, a big hetto to att my old buddies".

 ERICKSON. Herman C  - M 16404, passed away in Daysland, AB, at age 86, on
    December 31, 1991. A long time resident/farmer of the Camrose District,
    Herman attended almost att the Edmonton and BC Association reunions. He
    went overseas with our Regiment in 1939, served with the Regiment in Sic-

    ily and Italy.



LASTPOST

HALL Edwin S - M 107386, passed away in Red Deer, AB, at age 72.March22'
   1992. There is no information available of his time spent with the Regt.

BROWN  Murray A - M 12166, Cpl, passed away November 23, 1991, at age 80,
   whi'te a resident of Surrey, BC. No other information available.

LARKIN  Erskin C - passed away in 1992, a resident of Quaticum Beach, BC. No
   other information available, mail returned marked 'Deceased'

MICHAUX  G J. - passed away July 1, 1992, a resident of Victoria, BC_ It is
   believed that he served with our Regiment in Sicily, had only just re-

   cently become a member of our BC Association.

NELSON. Albert W. - 101624, Sgt, WW I, passed away in Ardrossan, AB, at age
   95  February 11, 1992. Albert attended many of our Association reunions
   and won many a prize as the "oldest member in attendance", in fact he won
   the prize at our January 18 Banquet, just previous to his death.

NOLIN. Edward A - passed away December 25, 1991, in Edmonton, at age 79. No

   other information available.

 PITTMAN  Melvin - M 16539, Sgt, passed away March 15, 1992, in Stony Plain,
    Alta^ at age 72. Melvin served overseas with our Regiment. No other in-

    formation available.

 POULTON. Harry - M 15952, of Edmonton, passed away August 2, 1992, at the
    age of 77. Harry went overseas with the Regiment as a LCpt in 1939.

 ROSSE. Joseph A - M 17252, passed away in March, 1992, in the Rosstand BC

    area. No other information available.

 RUDYK. Max (Pop) M-in-D, CQMS, Max passed away January 26, 1992, at age 88,

    a resident of Edmonton.
                                                 -

 PURDIE. .John N - M 16495. passed away May 7, 1992, at age 83, and in the Red

    Deer AB area.                                                              |

 RUSSELL  Donald G. - M 15644, Cpl, passed away September 22, 1992, a rest-    I
    aen^of Chase, BC, and at age 74. Don went overseas with the Regiment m

    ll39. was a member of H Platoon, Support Coy, and was a member of the     |

    BC Association.

 SAWAN. Arthur - M 17234, passed away January 15, 1992, in Edmonton, at the    |

     age of 78. No other information available,                                 j

  STAUFFER  E Roy - Lieutenant, passed away in Edmonton June 4. 1992, at the    |
     age ^ 80  Roy was wounded while serving with the Regiment in the Sicily/  j
     iGly campaign. He had been a school teacher in the Edmonton area for      ;

     some forty years.

  SPINK. David - M 69051,Sgt, passed away in Ponoka AB Nov 2, 1992, age 87.     ^



LASTPOST

RHODES, Robert H. 'Dusty' - M 15553, passed away in Edmonton on April 10,
   1992, at age 74. Bob proceeded overseas with the Regiment in 1939, served
   with our Regiment atl through the hostilities. In civilian life he worked
   for the Postal Department. He served several terms on the Executive of
   our Edmonton Association.

WESLAY, George - M 17001, passed away December 23, 1991, at age 91, in the
   New Westminster, BC, area. No other information available.

WILFORD, Dr William L - A 50415, passed away January 22, 1991, a resident of
   Waltaceberg, Ont. He served with the Regiment in the field of battle. No
   other information available.

CARTER. Charles H. - 3206884, WW I, passed away April 5, 1992, at age 96, in
   the Mission, BC, area. No other details available.

DORTCH. Allan - M 6515, passed away July 11, 1992, at age 66, in the High
   River, AB, area. Shown as being a member of the Loyal Eddies in WW II as
   well as being a member of the Regular Force.

MURRAY. Richard J. - M 15805, passed away in the Mission, BC, area, at age
   82, on May 1, 1992. He went overseas with our Regiment in 1939. No other
   information available.

                             ++++++++++

KINGSETT. Frank.  0 B E - RSM, M 30921, passed away February 18, 1992, a res-
   ident of MaMeO Beach, AB, at age 95. Although not a member of our Regi-
   ment, Frank came to us on a tour of overseas duty from the Edmonton Fus-
   iliers and while we were stationed in the Portslade area and when BnHQ
   was in the "old Portslade Brewery" building. This was late 1941 or early
   1942. He had been a longtime policeman having begun with the Alberta
   Provincial Police and then serving with the Edmonton City Police.

ENGLISH Samuel R. - passed away October 19, 1991, in Surrey, BC. Sam was an
   Associate member of our Association, the son of Garnet Emglish.

                             ++++++++++

These ladies have passed away, wives of present members or former members of
   our Association:

     Alberta HORTON - wife of Ted Horton who passed away in 1984
     Betty SIMS - wife of former Don Sims
     Norah STEWART - wife of L.E.Stewart, Association Executive member
     Gertrude TACKABERRY - wife of G Foss Tackaberry, Association member
     Ethel ZOLMER - wife of former member. Harry Zolmer.

Again our thanks to Bob Hidson, Jack Birmingham, from the Association for
their assistance in advising members of funerals as wett as attending as
many as they are able to.
A number of the obituaries have been obtained from the LEGION magazine.



NAMES and ADDRESSES

Bob Adair

Bill Adair

Lee Ahlstrom
G F "Bud" Allan

Terry Allison

Amby Ambrose

Gordon Anderson

                     Edmonton Association

Bob Adair20 Ranchr-idge Way N W Calgary

Bill Adair1229 109A Ave Edmonton

Lee Ahlstrom7 Courtenay Dr Sherwood Park AB

G F "Bud" AllanBox 513 Killam AB

Terry Allison18428 90 Ave Edmonton

Amby AmbroseBox 1 Lake Isle AB

Gordon Anderson11 East Glen Ave S E Medicine Hat AB

Jim Anderson, 18Southdown Ave,Lower Willingdon,Eastbourne,Sussex

Mike AntonioBox 3B4 Hythe AB

James AshmoreBox 23 Blue Ridge AB

Gordon J. Armstrong 11139 54A Ave Edmonton

Chris Atkin13125 27 St Edmonton

Sam AtkinsonBox 101 Goodfare AB

Dr Edgar Bailey@11 Pleasantview PI Lodge,521D 110 St Edmonton

Stan Bath

Marshall Baydala

Ed Beaudry

Miles Beaton

M M Beaton

Tom Benson

Danny Beauregard

Jack Birmingham

Stanley Blomberg

Howard Bone

Jim Botsford

John F Bowen

R. Bower

Ed Boyd

Dave Boyer

Fred Brien

Bill Brinton

G. G. Brown

M. L. Brown

Daniel J J Burke

James Burndred

Alex Burrows

Shierlaw Burry

Box 2042               Wainwright AB

12771 118 St           Edmonton

Box 2,Site 201,RR #2   Tofield AB

12311 105 St           Edmonton

4612 Greenview Dr N E  Calgary
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4312 105 Ave           Edmonton

Vets Home 11440 University Ave  Edmonton
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54 Fulton AveOttawa ON
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5024 54 StYellowknil
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#2512 641 Bathgate Dr Ottawa ON

Box 279Fall is AB
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Calgary
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Yellowknife NWT

Ottawa ON

Calgary

Rowland Butterwick Brownfield AB

Gus Campbell 412 109 AveEdmonton

W Roderick Campbell 8736 89 AveEdmonton

Roly Castagner 12 Cliff CrescMaple Ridge Park Edmonton

R W Chapman14008 90 Ave Edmonton

Joe Chenger2028 19 St S Lethbridge AB

Stan Chettleborough 12014 105 St Edmonton

E J Jack Childs2539 Shakespeare St Victoria BC

Art Colbeck#402 117 23 Ave S W Calgary

R. C. Coleman#1002 3468 Drummond St Montreal QE

Paul H Cote#1403 11230 St Albert Tr Edmon-bon

Edmonton

Lethbridge AB

Edmonton

Victoria BC

Calgary

T6A 1R5
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Edmonton Association

Leo Coty
Ken Coup land

Ed Cox
Bill Craig

Bill Craik

Ralph Craven

Andy Oahl

Joe Decoine

Bill Dewitz

Ron Dmetruk

Ted Dombroski

R C Driscoll

John Drake

James Duncan

R R Duquette

12103 107 St
115 Wellington Cresc

#4  101 Grove Or

#909 4616 106A St

1917 9 Ave N

4116 126 St

Edmonton

Spruce Grove AB

Spruce Grove AB

Edmonton

Lethbridge AB

Edmonton

Vets Home  11440 University Ave   Edmonton

    #216  5210 106 St

    Box 1813

    11641  95A St

    7624 83 St
130 Bellemoor Rd,Shirley

    7914 77 Ave

    Box 114

    #16  10160 119 St

  Edmonton

  Barrhead AB

  Edmonton

  Edmonton

Southampton,  England

  Edmonton

  Clairmont AB

  Edmonton

Frank Eakin

E Gordon Edey

Art Edge

I G Edwards

Ivan Feldberg

Barry Ferguson

H G Field

Reg Flowers

Jim Foote

W H Bill Forster

Kenneth S Froland

Sid Fry

Henry Funk

Fred Gale

Ron Game

Fred Gaschnitz

Cliff Gates

D W Gaulter

Carl Geeraert

A."Buck" Getschel

Henry Giesbrecht

Leonard Gill

Jack Goruk

M A Gould

Don Gower

A. Grandbois

Pat Grier

John Guay

'Warren Haney

Geoff Harris

 C V Harrop

#1601  30 Humbertine Dr  Rexdale ON

#313  1919 Pandosy St  Kelowna BC

9319 70 Ave            Edmonton

2306 Philip Road E     Regina SK

Box 536                Evansburg AB

#306  1441 Sutherland Ave   Kelowna  BC

14018 100 Ave          Edmonton AB

Vets Home  11440 University Ave  Edmonton

#403  11020 - 53 Ave

9526 86 Ave

2675 Nottingham Ave

2840 Lardeau Place

9738 71 Ave

634 25 Ave N W

6907 94 Ave

12832 127 St

12210 123 St

R R #1

1020 Nicola St

#705  8610 Jasper Ave

3212 Carol Drive  N W

Box 302

5040 41 Ave

Box 69

143 Oeming Rd

Box 694

9241 .52 St

Gen Del

Box 2210

266 Stanley Dr

#706  1424 84 Ave

Edmonton

Peace River AB

Los Angeles CA  USA

Vernon BC

Edmont on

Calgary

Edmonton

Edmonton

Edmonton

Thorsby AB

Kamloops BC

Edmonton

Calgary

Spirit River AB

Taber AB

Consort AB

Edmonton

Westlock AB

Edmonton

Perry vale AB

Dawson Creek BC

Waterloo ON

Edmonton

T5G 258

T7X 1K6

T7K 3H7

TBH 5J5

T1H 1J1

T6J 2A4

T6G 1Z1

TBH 2S9

TOG OEO

T5G 1P7

T6C 2Y6

S01 2QY

T6C OK9

TOH OWD

T5K 1Y9

M9W 6K8

V1Y 1R8

T6E OT8

 S4V OZ3

 TOE OTO

 V1Y 5Y4

 T5N OJ3

 T6G 1Z1

 T6H OS4

 T8S 1G4

   90027

 V1T 7V7

 T6E OW6

 T2M 2A9

 T6B OY3

 T5L 1A7

 T5L OH6

 TOC 2PO

 V2C 2S1

 T5H 3S5

 T2L OK6

 TOH 3GO

 TOK 2GO

 TOC 1BO

 T6R 1M3

 TOG 2LO

 T6B 1G3

 TOG 1TO

 V1G 4K9

 N2L 1J1

 T5R 3L4



Edmonton Association

 M Hawryluk
 George Henderson

Bob Hidson

Tom Hidson

Jim Hodson

E. Howard

Pat Ireland

Sid James

Ted James

Bob Jardine

Sid Jones

Stan Jones

Steve Kmiech

Bob Knox

P. Kutinsky

Len Lamoureux

Vie Lawrence

F J Leach

Ron LeBas

Sam Lenko

Ray Lewis

Jack Lidgett

Steve Lotoski

W. Lukaniuk

Mel Lund

2811 31 St  S W

225 Sun Canyon Cresc

6424 84 St

885 Renfrew St

13847 25 St

Box 1199

Box 100

9526 - 76 Ave

53334 Rge Rd 213

10342 145 St

10603 128 Ave

7012 92A Ave

#310  9395 172 St

9127 72 Ave

Box 1725

Box 84

4425 5 Ave E

6915 92B Ave

Box 294

#206 3560 Highway Dr

#2 Grace Garden Court

Box 125

Box 13

#25  8930 99 Ave

 Calgary

S E    Calgary

 Edmonton

 Winnipeg MN

 Edmonton

 High Prairie AB

 Killam, AB

 Edmonton

 Ardrossan AB

 Edmonton

 Edmonton

 Edmonton

 Edmonton

 Edmonton

 Barrhead AB

 Spirit River AB

 Edson AB

 Edmonton

 Sangudo AB

 Trail BC

 6303 104 Ave Edmonton

 Alberta Beach AB

 Tomahawk AB

 Ft Saskatchewan AB

T3E 2N9

T2X 2V7

T6E 2WS

R3N 1K5

T5Y 1B1

TOG 1EO

TOB 2LO

T6C OK2

TOB OEO

T5N 2X7

T5E OJ2

T6B 5T8

T5T 5S6

T6E OY1

TOG OEO

TOH 3GD

T7E 1B7

T6B OW1

TOE 2AO

V1R 2V1

T6A 0X9

TOE OAO

TOE 2HO

T8L 3L1

Jack Mack ie

D.J.Marquardt

C G Marshall

Alex Matheson

Don Matheson

Don Matsen

J P Maxwell

A Michael

D G Miller

George Miller

W W Milley

Stephen Moisey

R A Monaghan

Bill Moody

Ed Moore
Ed Morris

Dwen L Moses

Lem Mundorf

H A Murray

Jack MacKay

John A MacLean

Dave McAra

17936 57 Ave

561 Keniston Blvd   Ker

536 Woodbridge Way

Box 305 Sunset Manor

10324 Will a Ave

4931 34A Ave

#406  3285 Pembina Hwy

8813 - 99 Ave

107 Main Terrace

10435 104 Ave

9624 99A St

31 Spencer St

Box 2

11227 126 St

Box 932

9519 140 Ave

Box 247

12719 93 St

4407 Queen St

Box 82
#116  9711 101 St

 11215 53 St

  EdmontonT6M 1X4

Keniston Bks Winnipeg MN R3N 1V9

  Sherwood Park ABT8A 4G9

  Hinton ABT7V 1X2

  EdmontonT5N 3T9

  EdmontonT6L 3B7

Iwy Winnipeg MNR3V 1T7

  Ft Saskatchewan ABT8L 2Y4

  Sherwood Park ABT8A OR7

  Grande Prairie ABT8V 1G1

  EdmontonT5E 3W8

  Red Deer ABT4N OB3

  Morden MNDOG 1JO

  EdmontonT5M OR3

  Dawson Creek BCV1G 4H9

  EdmontonT5E 5Z9

  Fort MacLeod ABTOL 020

  EdmontonT5E 3S9

  Regina SK64S 5Y8

  Lamont ABTOB 2RO

  Ft Saskatchewan ABT8L 1V3

  EdmontonT5W 3K8



Edmonton Association

Art McCormack
D Angus McCrimmon

J B McDonald

Vern McGee

D A McGowan

M A McKain

Hugh McKay

A McLaren

Ed McLean

F Sam McLeod

Mel McPhee

Wally McVee

Gordon McVee

10330 120 St  #1413

R R #1

Box 179

7924 98 Ave

11Q3B 10 Ave

8727 77n Ave

11603 122 St

7304 - 76 St

14 Rosewood PI

Box 783

8703 52 St

#201  11230 St Albert

11916 51 St

 Edmonton
 Priddis AB

 Mayerthorpe AB

 Edmonton

 Edmonton

 Edmonton

 Edmonton

 Edmonton

 Sherwood Park AB

 Grenfell SK

 Edmonton

Tr   Edmonton

 Edmonton

T5K

TOL

TOE

T6A

T6J

T6C

T5M

T6C

T8A

SOG

T6B

T5M

T5W

2A6

1WO

1NO

OB4

6N3

OL6

OB6

2J6

2H3

2BO

 1E8

3P2

3G4

Lome Napier

James Negrey

Alvin Nelson

Alan C Nicholls

W Nowell

Box 223

511 Wilderness Dr S E

Box 3394

9027 138 St

123 6 Ave S

High Prairie AB

Calgary

Spruce Grove AB

Edmonton

Cranbrook BC

TOG 1EO

T2J 2W6

T7X 3A7

T5R OE5

V1C 2H5

B Olson

Bill Parry

Tony Pavlin

H L Peters

Otto Peters

Art Phillips

Jesse Pittman

Bill Polhill

HOW Powell

W Preuss

R Prowd

Bill Purves

Art Quinn

H Reay

Fred K Reesor

Art Robinson

B Robitaille

Ken Rootes

W H Ross

I Rosser

L Ryan

J F St Fierre

Max Saville

Matt Sawchyn

G C Schiiler

R W Scott

Bill Shaw
C F Shoubridge

George Smart

11223 56 St

15910 92 Ave

#1802  140 10 Ave

COM 225  108 Mile

4215 37 St

53 Oatway Drive

5503 109 St

10727 48 St

16309 112A St

Box 822

Box 23

     Edmonton

     Edmonton

     Warburg AB

 S W  Calgary

Ranch  100 Mile House BC

     Red Deer AB

     Stony Plain AB

     Edmonton

     Edmonton

     Edmonton

     Assiniboia SK

     Hythe AB

7631 189 St

R R #2
#1109 2400 Virginia

239 Grandin Village

611 124A Ave

#702  10160 115 St

9603 142 St

Box 180

361 Isack Dr

  Edmonton

  Red Deer AB

Dr     Dttawa ON

  St Albert AB

  Edmonton

  Edmonton

  Edmonton

  Ashmont AB

  Windsor ON

447 Evergreen M H Park  Edmonton

Box 164

BOx 634

1144 Mountdale Ave

Box 117

8723 93 Ave

#1204 The Crossroads

1012 16 Ave

 Erickson BC

 High Prairie AB

 Thunder Bay ON

 Ashmont AB

 Edmonton

2201 Riverside Dr

 Cold Lake AB

T5W 3S3

T5R 5C6

TOC 2TO

T2R OA3

VOK 2EO

T4N OT6

TOE 2GO

T6H 3A7

T6A 2B6

T5X 2B5

SOH OBO

TOH 2CO

T5T 5J1

T4N 5E2

K1H 8L3

T8N 2J3

T5W 5E9

T5K 1T6

T5N 2M8

 TOA OCO

 N8S 3V9

          T5B 4M2

          VOB 1KO

          TOG 1EO

          P7E 3A1

          TOA OCO

          T6C 1T7

Ottawa ON K1H 8K9

          TOA OV4



Edmonton Association

John G Smith

W 0 Smith
William H Smith

E R Springsteel

J Squarok

Tony M Stark

Frank Stefaniak

Doug Stewart

Ken Stewart

L E Stewart

Joe Sutler

C F Swan

Box 454Athabasca
Box 332Alberta Bi

Box 246Houston Bl

Box 13 Site 3 RR #1Thorsby A1

186 Creston PlaceEdmonton

Box 664Enderby B

R R #1Evansburg

7815 148 AveEdmonton

12115 129 StEdmonton

#402 10950 82 AveEdmonton

Vets Home 11440 University Ave

5312 39 StInnisfail

Athabasca AB
Alberta Beach AB

Houston BC

Thorsby AB

Edmonton

Enderby BC

Evansburg AB

Edmonton

Edmonton

Edmonton

@sity Ave  Edmonton

Innisfail AB

TOG

TOE

VOJ

TOC

T5A

VOE

TOE

T5C

T5L

T6G

T6C

TOM

OBO

DAO

1ZO

2PO

1X4

1VO

OTO

2T8

 1H3

2R9

 1Z1

 1AO

G F. Tackaberry

Ed Tannous

William G Taylor

Bill Teleske

Marcel Tettamente

Louie Thadei

P J Tniesson

Donald Thomson

W J Thomson

P J Tobolsk!

L Tosczak

Joe Turions

L J Tywoniuk

Don Wade
Keith Wakefield

Floyd Waldren

D G Waldriff

Carl Walford

5 R Watts   WW 1

B J Weir

Vince Westacott

Charlie Whelan

Ernie A White

Colin F White

Maurice White

B Whitmore

Bob Wilson

Judge J S Woods

R Woop

E Yez

Joseph Zak

MAIL RETURNED  -

6 Robitaille

A J Storrier

Geoff Wright

Jim Sharkey

#704  10015 119 St

#108  10740 109 St

64 Rifle Range

9749 71 Ave

 11820 61 St

Box 3058

Box 629

#1104  9649 94 Ave

Box 413

Box 38

Site 51  1133 Findlay

Box 352

#102  9203 144 Ave

2012 Bonneville Court

14424 86 Ave

9635 72 Ave

#6 450 Lakeshore Dr

15006 83 Ave

Seniors Residence

R R #1

12127 53 St

12128 94A St

Box 144

52D8 109 Ave
#108  3811 54 Ave

875D 78. Ave

 Edmonton

 Edmonton

 Hamilton DN

 Edmonton

 Edmonton

 Ketchikan Alaska USA

 Beaver lodge AB

 Grande Prairie AB

 Hythe AB

 Banff AB

Rd  Kelowna BC

 High Prairie AB

 Edmonton

 Sherwood Park AB

 Edmonton

 Edmonton

 North Bay ON

 Edmonton

 Barrhead AB

 Two Hills AB

 Edmonton

 Rycroft AB

 Grande Prairie AB

 Spirit River AB

 Edmonton

 Red Deer AB

 Edmonton

303 Point McKay Gardens N W Calgary

                       Edmonton

Box 339

Box 414

no correct address

Alberta Beach AB

Coleman AB

Edmonton

Edmonton

Edmonton

Edmonton

T5K 1Y7

T5H 3B6

L8S 3B4

T6E OW5

T5W 4A7

 99901

TOH OCO

T8V 6H3

TOH 2CO

TOL OCO

V1X 5A9

TOG 1EO

T5E 2H7

T8A OY6

T5R 4B3

T6E OY7

P1A 2E1

T5R 3T2

TOG OEO

TOB 4KO

T5W 3L8

TOH 3AO

T8V 5C3

TOH 3GO

T6A 1S1

T4N 4L8

T6C ON6

T3B 5C1

TOE OAO

TOK OMO



Edmonton Association

Association Members of the Militia Unit

LCol G R Jones
Capt J F D Ste Croix

OCdt V P Bastable

MWO K Mundorf

Sgt B Northmore
Sgt B D Zawalsky
MCpl M A Wankiewicz

Cpl 0 G Klein

Cpl D M Thorlakson

Pte K Brzak

Pte N J Lanctot

Pte C A Marrison

Pte A M Wilkinson

Cpl

Major J C Matthews
Capt R N Weizenbach

CWO  F B T Read

WO D Ellett

Sgt R B Storrier

MCpl P G Colison

Cpl B A Deegan

Cpl D J Scott

Cpl D C Tumbull

Pte D G Buchanan

Pte R A Lippa

Pte D G Poole

Pte B 0 Yuill

Major W J Spaan
Lieut F G McLean

MWO C Milley

WO G 0 Balombin

Sgt J Toy

MCpl J S Gullion

Cpl C P Grotkowski

Cpl J N Taylor

Pte S D Belsher

Pte S E Kowalchuk

Pte D S Mika

Pte J K Symons

Pte V G Yung

Lady Members

Georgina Atkin    13125 27 St

Margarette J Atkinson  Box 306

Doreen Blakely

Peggy Bolinski

Esther Bowen

Jeanne Burns

Mary Dack

Cecille Oupuis

Frances Herman

Violet E Kirby

E Jean Madore

Isobel Morgan

Betty Myers

11719 125 St

9720 80 Ave

#818  Crescent I

11724 48 Ave

Box 132

9342 154 St

1107 Pottery Rd

#2305  11020 53

33 Sylvia St

Box 54

#301  12406 112

Margaret Papirnick   #901 1103
Ave6104 106 Ave

Box 234

3212 Lancaster Way !

12224 80 St

3740 Kerrydale Rd S

Florence Parks6104 106 Ave

Sue PatersonBox 234

Doris Petley3212 Lancaster

Betty Rhodes12224 80 St

Queenie Ross3740 Kerrydale

Dorothy Schamehorn Box 8

Pat Swanson2318 2 Ave N W

Jane Todd10743 1D7 St

Dot Turner8735 77 Ave

Annie Walker9913 109 St

Mary ZevickBox 33

     EdmontonT5A 3Y9

     Gibbons ABTOA 1MO

     EdmontonT5M ON7

     EdmontonT6E 1S7

 PI 13910 Stony Plain Rd Edmonton T5N 3R2

     EdmontonT6H OE6

     Enderby BCVOE 1VO

     EdmontonT5R 1T7

Id Vernon BCV1T 1E5

3 Ave EdmontonT6H OS4

     Barrie ONL4M 5J2

     Rochester ABTOG 1ZO

2 Ave EdmontonT5M 2S9

100 Ave EdmontonT5K 2K7

     EdmontonT6A 1G5

     Redcliff ABTOJ 2PO

 Way S W CalgaryT3E 5W4

     EdmontonT5B 2P3

! Rd S W CalgaryT3E 4T2

     Notikewin ABTOH 2VO

f CalgaryT2N OH2

     EdmontonT5H 2Y9

     EdmontonT6C OL6

     Ft Saskatchewan AB T8L 2K3

     Banff ABTOL OCO

Mrs P M A Bostrom

I an Burrows

Dan Henry

Peter Murray

Mitch Turions

                Associate

 200 Highland Ave  Piedmont CA  USA

#2512 Crosswinds  641 Bathgate Dr O'ttawa ON

Box 1612               Vermilion AB

Box 1570               Vermilion AB

Box 1354               High Prairie AB

Mr M J Vale  8 Knowie Ave   Ashton Under Lyne Lanes. Eng

 94611

K1K 3Y3

TOB 4MO

TOB 4MO

TOG 1EO

OL7 9DU



NAMES  i  ADDRESSES
  B C Association

 T. N. Adamson
Ralph Anderson
Steve Andrynuk
Bernie Baker
R. W. Bailey
B. Barritt
Hon H.P.Belt-1)
Cliff Bitou
Arthur S. Bird
Ernie Black

      427 Hansen St
n    418 Hirst Ave
k    #7  34 Johnson St

     Box 240
     493 Chancellor Btvd
     #238  2315 Mills Rd

Irving  #42  2236 Folkstone
     8468 - 13 Ave

d    3937 Lauder Rd
     #12  3603 - 27 Ave

Jack Boddington   R R #1
Ed Bradish        #101  3377 Capitano Rd
J. Brunton        #105  6555 Bonsor Ave
Harvey Butterworth  5914 Ratston Dr

Penticton  BC
Parksvitte BC
Barrie ON
Eckvitte AB
Vancouver BC
Sidney BC
Way  W.Vancouver BC
Burnaby BC
Victoria  BC
Vernon  BC
Naramata  BC
N Vancouver  BC
Burnaby  BC
Nanaimo  BC

 R. S. Cameron
 Paul Charles
 E. Jack Childs
 Percy Darlington
 M. P. Deforest
 Jack DeLorme
 Fred Detyea
 Earl C. Dick
 John A. Dougan
 Del C. Dreger
William Dunbar
Leslie Duncan

J. Easterbrook
Pete Ferguson
T. E. Fontaine
Sid J. Fry
Jack A. Furnetl
Norm A. Furnett

G. Geddes
T. A. Gibson
D. I. Grahame
A. A. Greene
Rev W. Halt
John Harris
Sam Hatety
Ralph W. Hayter 3
W. G. Hotmes
Owen Hughson
Tom Huntington

   Gen Del
   White St  RR #2
   239 Shakespeare St

n  #102  3160 Irma St
   BOx 2306
   8897 158 St
   RR #1 Site 6  Cpmp 17
   #7  129 Meridian Way
   6701 Welch Rd  RR #3
   2850 Richmond Rd
   112 Cheryl Place
   #104  157 West Green A'

   #1  7768 East Saanich I
   3472 Falcon Dr
   6709 Griffiths Ave
   2840 Lardeau Place
   5570 Takal Rd  RR #1
   #102  309 Woodside Dr

   180 Chandler Ave
   #201  1840 Argyte Ave
   #175  27111 Zewro Ave
   1325 Rocktand Ave
   Box 901
   335 Harwell Rd
   Box 408

 37 Portas Gardens 22334 1
   #703  4221 Mayberry St
   691 Ermineskin Ave
   #306  16 Ave N E

  Yale  BC
  Summertand  BC
  Victoria  BC
  Victoria  BC
  Parksville  BC
  Surrey  BC
  Thunder Bay  ON
  Parksvitte  BC
  Victoria  BC
  Victoria  BC
  Nanaimo  BC

Ave  Penticton  BC

Rd  Saanichton  BC
 Nanaimo  BC
 Burnaby  BC
 Vernon  BC
 Ladysmith  BC
 Airdrie  AB

 Victoria BC
 Nanaimo  BC
 Atdergrove  BC
 Victoria  BC
 Gold River  BC
 Nanaimo  BC
 Madeira Park  BC

TWP Rd 514 Sherwood
 Burnaby  BC
 Parksvitte  BC
 Calgary  AB

Edward W. Jackson RR #1 12 St Site HNanaimo BC
D. M. Jacquest #709 945 Marine DrW Vancouver BC
At on M. Johnson #4 608 St Charles StVictoria BC



G. Kitching
Atec Kohuch
C. Lamberton
Dave J. LaRiviere
Elmer Lengtet
Gordon S Lewis
Ray P. Lewis
Melvin R. Likes
J. T. Livingstone
Archie S. Logan
William D. Lowden

T. K. Martin
J. G. Mitnes
W. A. Moreau
G. Moroz
P.P.Muirhead
D. B. Mundy
E.M.K. MacGregor
P. McBratney
Jack McBride
Archie McCattum
J. At ex McConnetl
D. D. McCutloch
Frank McDougatt
Gordon Mclntosh
Vern E. McKeage
K.D.F. McKenzie
Dr J.A.McNa11y

W. I. Nelson
M. Nickoski
A. C. Nortander
R. H. Palmer
 E. C. Paulsen
 Ralph C. Paulsen
 Otto Peters
 D. A. Petrie

 J. H. Quarton
 W. Remple
 Douglas Rogers
 Jack Rosser

              B C  Association

3434 Bonair Pt         Victoria  BC
#220  1651 Dufferin Cresc  Nanaimo  BC
420 Strang Dr  RR #1   Ladysmith  BC
975 - E 41 Ave         Vancouver  BC
6237 Shoreline Dr      Nanaimo  BC
#26  1160 Shelburne Btvd  Campbett River  BC
206  3560 Highway Dr   Trail  BC
Box 72                 Madeira Park  BC
10580 - 140 St         North Surrey  BC
#206  11 Cooperage Rd  Victoria  BC

 725 Ingtewood Ave     W Vancouver  BC   W W fl

Beacon Rd  RR #2 C 5
R R #1
3731 Fir St
Box 226
#114  32073 Sherwood I
Box 747       Ganges
126 Ave  J South
699 Buck Rd
21065 - 56 Ave
#110  853 E Pender St
2730 Claude Rd
89 Crease Ave
720 Keith St
#40  15875 - 20 Ave
2624 Belmont Ave
824 Richmond Rd
2833 Parkside Dr

  Hope  BC
  Boswelt  BC
  S Burnaby  BC
  Sheho  SK

Cresc. Clearbrook BC  WW fl
 Salt Spring Island  BC

  Saskatoon SK
  Kelowna  BC
  Langley  BC

,  Vancouver  BC
  Victoria  BC
  Victoria  BC
  Moose Jaw  SK
   Surrey  BC
   Victoria  BC
   Victoria  BC
   Lethbridge  AB

1619 Augusta AveBurnaby BC
4238 Granvitte StVancouver BC
Box 703Valemount BC
RR #4 S 14 C 23Westbank BC
#209 3187 ShelbourneSt Victoria BC
2513 Glengarry RdMississauga ON
Corn 225 108 Mile Ranch 100 Mite House BC
#118 2315 Mills RdSidney BC W W 11

R R #2 Site 80 C
318 Wessex Close
#5  4300 Stoneywood
474 Eaglecrest Dr

   Summerland  BC
   Victoria  BC

Lane  Victoria  BC
   Quaticum Beach  BC

V8P 4V4
V9S 5T1
VOR 2EO
V5W 1P8
V9V 1E2
V9W 5G5
V1R 2V1
VON 2HO
V3T 4N5
V9A 7J9
V7T 1X5

VOX 1LO
VOB 1AO
 V5G 2A4
 SOA 3TO
 V2T 1C1
 VOS 1EO
 S7M 2A1
 V1W 1N6
 V3A 3Z4
 V6A 1V9
 V9B 3T6
 V8Z 1S6
 S6H 5R2
 V4A 2B1
 V8R 4A6
 V8S 3Z1
 T1J 1M8

 V5A 2V6
 V6H 3L5
 VOE 2ZO
 VOH 2AO
 V8T 3A5
 L5C 1Y1
 VOK 2EO
 V8L 2C3

 VOH 1ZO
 V8P 5N2
 V8X 5A5
 V9K 1E8

W. Silvester671 Gagne Rd RR #1
Lou Smith1650 Westminster Ave
W. SmithSite 15 Comp 1 R R #3
H. Smythe#407 540 Rithet St
D. S. Spicer 2080Okanagan Ave SE RR #3
Fred Stepchuk4554 Lathom Rd

 Nelson  BC
 Port Coquittam  BC
 Penticton  BC
 Victoria  BC

Site 7 Comp 1 Salmon
 Port Atberni  BC

      V1L5P4
      V3B1E2
      V2A7K8
      V8V1E2

Arm BC VIE4M3
       V9Y5S9



B C Association

Jacob Stocki
James R. Stone
Bob Summersgi'11
Nick Sykes

Les Taplin
Len Tuppen
A. A. Wachter
J. R. Washburn
R. L. Wheatey
W. T. Whitlock
F.J.G.M.Wrate

Alice Barbour
Mary Beaton
R. Beaudry
D. Bigelow
Garry Browne
I S dark
Elsie Craig
Mary Dack
Karen Dudley
E. Gairdner
Dorothy Gauchie
Elaine Glew
A. L. Grade

8120 Oster St
#318  Somerset House,
2434 Mathers Ave
18177 - 59 Ave

 Vancouver BC
540 Dallas  Victoria BC

 W Vancouver  BC
 Surrey BC

11721 Cascade Dr       Delta  BC
2030 Hornby Place      Sidney  BC
#100  375 Newcastle Ave  Nanaimo  BC
5516 Ocean Place       W Vancouver  BC
#120  Site 222  RR #2  Courtenay  BC
Site 31A  R R #1       Summerland  BC
#10  999 Burnaby Ave   Penticton  BC

              LADY  MEMBERS
#313  1575 Begbie St   Victoria  BC
#17  3968 Cedar Hilt Rd  Victoria  BC
3838 Epsom Dr          Victoria  BC
#223  860 Midridge Dr S E  Calgary AB
1920 St Ann St         Victoria  BC
R R #4  Site 97  Comp 13   Summertand
2239 Amherst Ave       Sidney  BC
Box 132                Enderby  BC

BCI S Ctark         R R #4  Site 97  Comp 13   Summertand  BC
Elsie Craig       2239 Amherst Ave       Sidney  BC
Mary Dack         Box 132                Enderby  BC
Karen Dudley      Gen Del #800 Primrose Lane  Quaticum Beach  BC
E. Gairdner       #5 Turney St           Kittimat  BC
Dorothy Gauchie   Box 429  Parkdate Lodge  Summertand  BC
Elaine Gtew       #403  2605 Windsor Rd  Victoria  BC
A. L. Grade      #41 B  2800 Attwood    Ctearbrook  BC
Katherine Guthrie 1563 Stevens St        White Rock  BC
Marjorie Jefferson Douglas Manor  657 Niagara St Victoria  BC

BC

BC
Etten Jones
Mary Jones
S. Jossut
Joan Keys
M. Lilley
Mickey Macdonald
Jessie Middteton

15823 Essex Place
#313  1575 Begbie St
3280 Sedgewick Dr
#303  141 Busby St
11803 Harper Dr
Box 2172
1869 Dahl Crescent

Peggy McEwen #308 41 Sunset Blvd
Tina Oakey
Vera Paupst
Eteanore Purvis
Jean Rendati
Dorothy Rowtatt
Marjorie Sheldrake
Kate Wit son

White Rock  BC
Victoria  BC
Victoria  BC
Victoria  BC
Vernon  BC
Quaticum Beach  BC
Abbotsford  BC
Perth  ON
Edmonton  AB
Surrey  BC

#302  9138 - 83 Ave    Edmonton  AB
#127  13725 - 75A Ave  Surrey  BC
#225  1111 Gtenmore Tr S W  Calgary  AB
Piper Creek Lodge 4820-33 St  Red Deer AB
1711 Tudor Apts  955 Marine Dr W  Vancouver
;  #129  1680 Poplar Ave  Victoria  BC

BC

1147 Main St Penticton BC

V6P 4E2
V8V 4X9
V7V 2H8
V3S 5R8

V4E 3C3
V8L 2M5
V9S 4H9
V7W 1N8
V9N 5M9
VOH 1ZO
V2A 1G7

V8R 1L2
V8N 3B8
V8T 3S5
T2X 1K1
V8R 5W1
VOH 1ZO
V8L 2G5
VOE 1VO
VOR 2TO
V8C 2K9
VOH 1ZO
V8S 5H9
V2T 3R9
V4B 4Y4
V8V 1J1
V4A 5L2
V8R 1L2
V9C 3K2
V8S 1B3
V1B 1B9
VOR 2TO
V2S 4B3
K7H 3H8
T6C 1B7
 V3W OS4
T2V 4C9
 T4N ON5
 V7T 1A9
 V8P 4K7
 V2A 5E6

MOVEW
-^ Let us know

 when you know.


